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A multivariate normal statistical model defined by the Markov properties deter-
mined by an acyclic digraph admits a recursive factorization of its likelihood
function (LF) into the product of conditional LFs, each factor having the form of
a classical multivariate linear regression model (#MANOVA model). Here these
models are extended in a natural way to normal linear regression models whose
LFs continue to admit such recursive factorizations, from which maximum
likelihood estimators and likelihood ratio (LR) test statistics can be derived by
classical linear methods. The central distribution of the LR test statistic for testing
one such multivariate normal linear regression model against another is derived, and
the relation of these regression models to block-recursive normal linear systems is
established. It is shown how a collection of nonnested dependent normal linear regres-
sion models (#seemingly unrelated regressions) can be combined into a single multi-
variate normal linear regression model by imposing a parsimonious set of graphical
Markov (#conditional independence) restrictions.  1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Graphical Markov models use graphs, either undirected, directed, or
mixed, to represent multivariate statistical dependencies. Statistical variables
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are represented by the nodes of the graph, then local dependencies are
specified by postulating that each variable is conditionally independent of
all other variables given its neighbors (for undirected graphs), or condi-
tionally independent of its nondescendants given its parents (for directed
graphs). Although the local dependencies may be relatively simple, complex
multivariate dependencies are determined by the global structure of the
graph. The statistical aspects of graphical Markov models are surveyed in
the books by Whittaker (1990), Edwards (1995), Lauritzen (1996), and Cox
and Wermuth (1996) and in the review paper by Cox and Wermuth (1993).
Graphical Markov models given by acyclic digraphs (ADGs), also called
recursive Markov models, ADG Markov models, or simply ADG models,
have especially amenable statistical properties. The joint probability density
function (pdf) of an ADG model factors according to the graph into the
product of the conditional pdfs for each variable given its parents, substan-
tially reducing the dimensionality of the parameter space. A clear treatment
of the general mathematical properties of ADG models can be found in
Lauritzen et al. (1990). The statistical analysis of ADG models was treated
by Wermuth (1980), Kiiveri, Speed, and Carlin (1984), and Shachter and
Kenley (1989) for continuous multivariate distributions, by Wermuth and
Lauritzen (1983) for discrete distributions, and by Lauritzen and Wermuth
(1989) for distributions with both continuous and discrete components.
ADG models allow efficient computational algorithms for exact prob-
ability calculations and efficient updating algorithms for Bayesian analysis,
hence have been widely used for the construction of expert systems and for
causal modelling. These aspects of ADG models can be found in the papers
by Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter (1988) and Spiegelhalter et al. (1993) and
in the books by Pearl (1988), Neapolitan (1990), Oliver and Smith (1990),
Spirtes et al. (1993), and Almond (1995).
In this paper we study multivariate statistical models that combine the
ADG Markov property with multivariate linear regression, focussing
primarily on the normal (#Gaussian) case. Most recursive multivariate
normal models studied previously have concentrated only on the
covariance structure, with only very simple structure (e.g., MANOVA
structure, see Definition 6.1), if any, assumed for the regression (#mean-
value) subspace (e.g., Lauritzen and Wermuth (1989, Section 6)). For such
simple linear regression models, it is well-known that the joint likelihood
function (LF) factors according to the graph into the product of condi-
tional LFs corresponding to lower-dimensional linear regression models (in
fact, this is true regardless of the mean-value assumptions), and, further-
more, that the joint parameter space factors into the product of the
parameter spaces associated with these lower-dimensional models.
We shall address the following question: under the Markov covariance
structure determined by an ADG D, what is the largest class of linear
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regression (#mean-value) subspaces L for which the joint parameter space
continues to factor according to D into the product of the parameter spaces
associated with the family of conditional LFs? Our answer, presented in
Section 6, is the class of D-linear subspaces, whose structure is charac-
terized in Sections 6 and 10 and illustrated by a series of examples in
Section 13. Like the classical MANOVA regression models, these normal
linear ADG models are amenable in the sense that each conditional LF
and associated parameter space has the form of a classical multivariate
normal linear regression model (#MANOVA model) and therefore can be
solved by standard linear methods to yield explicit maximum likelihood
estimators (MLE) and likelihood ratio (LR) test statistics.
For example, by imposing the Markov covariance restrictions deter-
mined by a suitable ADG D, it is possible to formulate the following non-
standard multivariate linear regression model as a linear ADG model: a
4-variate two-way MANOVA model with no interactions, with no row or
column effects for variable 1, no column effects for variable 2, and no row
effects for variable 3 (cf. Example 10 in Section 13).
After reviewing basic graph-theoretic terminology in Section 2, in Section 3
we discuss the basic definition and properties of ADG models, including the
construction of general ADG submodels via ADG homomorphisms. In
Sections 4 and 5 we add the assumption of multivariate normality and
review the covariance structure of these normal ADG models. In Section 6
these models are extended by introducing the fundamental class of multi-
variate D-linear regression subspaces, which are further characterized in
Section 10. Maximum likelihood estimators for the resulting class of nor-
mal D-linear ADG models are obtained and studied in Sections 7 and 8.
The general problem of testing one such multivariate normal linear ADG
model against another is treated in Section 9, including the derivation of
the LR test statistic and its central distribution. The relation between nor-
mal linear ADG models and block-recursive normal linear systems is estab-
lished in Section 11. In Section 12 we show how a collection of nonnested
dependent linear regression models (#Zellner’s (1962) seemingly unrelated
regression (SUR) model) can be combined into a single parsimonious nor-
mal linear ADG model, then extend this to the case where it is desired to
test one such SUR model against another. Section 13 contains a series of
examples illustrating the preceding ideas.
The class of normal linear ADG models includes the generalized
MANOVA (GMANOVA) models and totally ordered normal linear models
(Andesson et al., 1993) as well as the normal linear lattice conditional inde-
pendence (LCI) models introduced in Andersson and Perlman (1994) (cf.
Remarks 4.1, 9.3, 10.1, 10.3, 12.2 and Proposition 11.2). The results in this
paper may be regarded as extensions of those in Andersson and Perlman
(1993, 1994, 1995a).
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2. ACYCLIC DIGRAPHS (ADGs)
A directed graph (digraph) D is a pair (V, R), where V is a finite set of
vertices and R(V_V )"2 is a binary relation (the set of directed edges)
on V such that (u, v) # R implies (v, u)  R. Here, 2#2(V ) is the diagonal
[(v, v) | v # V]; thus loops and multiple edges are excluded from D. We use
the customary arrow u  v in our figures to indicate that (u, v) # R, but in
the text this relation is indicated by uOD v, or simply by uOv when D is
understood. The corresponding reflexive relation R :=R _ 2 is denoted by
PD (or simply by P). Thus uPv means that uOv or u=v.
We write u<v#u<D v if uOv or there exist v1 , ..., vk # V, k1, such
that uOv1 O } } } Ovk Ov. The relation < is transitive. The corresponding
reflexive relation is denoted by #D .
An acyclic digraph (ADG) is a directed graph D#(V, R) with the
property that v<3 v for all v # V. Here the relation D is a partial ordering
on V, i.e., it is reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive. Every ADG D
admits a never-decreasing listing (not necessarily unique) of its vertices:
V=[v1 , ..., vr] where i< j O vj  vi .
For an ADG D#(V, R) and v # V, define pa(v) :=[u # V | uOv], the
parents of v; an(v) :=[u # V | u<v], the ancestors of v; de(v) :=[u # V | v<u],
the descendants of v; and nd(v) :=[u # V | v u]#V"(de(v) _ [v]), the
nondescendants of v. Note that pa(v)nd(v) and that an(v), de(v), and
nd(v) depend on the relation O only through the corresponding partial
ordering <. A set AV is ancestral if an(v)A for all v # A; again, the
definition of an ancestral set depends on O only through <. The set A(D)
of all ancestral subsets of V forms a ring of subsets, the ancestral ring of D.
Let E#(W, S) and D#(V, R) be two ADGs. A mapping f : W  V is an
ADG homomorphism if ( f _ f )(S _ 2(W))R _ 2(V ), i.e., if w1 PE w2
implies that f (w1)PD f (w2) for all w1 , w2 # W. Such an ADG homo-
morphism is denoted as f : E  D; see Section 13.3 for examples. We say
that f is a proper ADG homomorphism if there exist distinct w$, w" # W
such that w$O E w" and w"O E w$ but f (w$)PD f (w"). If W=V and SR
then the identity mapping idV : V  V is an ADG homomorphism from E
to D; it is proper if S/R. If f : E  D is an ADG homomorphism, then f
is also a poset homomorphism from W to V endowed with the partial
orderings E and D , respectively.
3. MARKOV MODELS DETERMINED BY
ACYCLIC DIGRAPHS (ADGs)
Let D#(V, R) be an ADG. We consider multivariate probability dis-
tributions P on a product probability space X :=_(Xv | v # V ), where each
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Xv is a measurable space sufficiently regular to ensure the existence of
regular conditional probabilities. Such a distribution P is conveniently
represented by a random variate x :=(xv | v # V ) # X. For any subset
AV, define xA :=(xv | v # A), so x=xV and x< :=constant. We often
abbreviate xv and xA by v and A, respectively.
For three pairwise disjoint subsets A, B, C of V, we write
A { B | C[P] (3.1)
to indicate that xA and xB are conditionally independent given xC under P.
Trivially, A { B | C[P] if A=< or B=<, while A { B | <[P] means
that A { B[P]. We require the following elementary property of condi-
tional independence (cf. Dawid, 1980). If A, B, C, F are pairwise disjoint
subsets of V, then
A { B | F[P] and A { C | F _ B[P]  A { B _ C | F[P]. (3.2)
Definition 3.1. A probability measure P on X is (local ) D-Markovian if
v { (ndD(v)"paD(v)) | paD(v)[P] \v # V. (3.3)
Lauritzen et al. (1990, Proposition 4) define the global Markov property
determined by D and show that it is equivalent to the local Markov
property for ADGs; thus the global property need not be considered
separately here. If [v1 , ..., vr] is a never-decreasing listing of V, it follows
from Proposition 5 of Lauritzen et al. (1990) that P is D-Markovian iff
vm { ([v1 , ..., vm&1]"paD(vm)) | paD(vm)[P], m=2, ..., r. (3.4)
The Markov model P(D)#P(D; X) determined by D and X, or, simply,
the ADG model P(D), is defined to be the family of all D-Markovian dis-
tributions P on X. Note that if D2 :=(V, R2 ), where R2 R (i.e., D2 has fewer
edges than D), then the acyclic property of D implies that
paD2 (v)paD(v)ndD(v)ndD2 (v) (3.5)
for every v # V; hence P(D2 )P(D).
In general, sub-ADG models P(E; X) of P(D; X) arise in the following
way. Let E#(W, S) be a second ADG, (Yw | w # W) a second family of
regular measurable spaces, and : E  D a surjective ADG homo-
morphism such that
Xv=_(Yw | w # W, (w)=v) \v # V, (3.6)
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so that
X :=_(Xv | v # V )=_(Yw | w # W ). (3.7)
By (3.7), a distribution P on X can also be represented by a random
variate y :=( yw | w # W ). For any subset BW, define yB :=( yw | w # B)
and abbreviate yB by B. By (3.6), xA= y&1(A) for any AV.
Proposition 3.1. (i) P(E; X) is a sub-ADG model of P(D; X), i.e.,
P(E)P(D).
(ii) If also : E  D is a proper ADG homomorphism and each
measurable space Yw , w # W, admits a non-degenerate probability distribution,
then P(E; X) is a proper sub-ADG model of P(D; X), i.e., P(E)/P(D).
Proof. (i) Let v1 , ..., vr be a never-decreasing listing of V, and for each
m=1, ..., r let wm1 , ..., wmqm be a never-decreasing listing of 
&1(vm). It
follows from the order-preserving property of  that the combined
sequence w11 , ..., w1q1 , ..., wr1 , ..., wrqr is a never-decreasing listing of W. Now
define the ADG E #(W, S ) as
wml OE wmk if l<k,
wnl OE wmk if n{m and vn OD vm .
Since E and E differ only in that SS (E has fewer edges than E ),
P(E)P(E ). We shall complete the proof by showing that P(D)=P(E ).
The following relations are immediate from the construction of E . For
m=1, ..., r and k=1, ..., qm
paE (wmk)=[wm1 , ..., wm(k&1)] _* &1(paD(vm)), (3.8)
ndE (wmk)=[wm1 , ..., wm(k&1)] _* &1(ndD(vm)); (3.9)
hence
(ndE (wmk)"paE (wmk))=&1(ndD(vm)"paD(vm)). (3.10)
Suppose first that P # P(D). For m=1, ..., r and k=1, ..., qm apply (3.3)
with v=vm and (3.10) to obtain
vm { (ndE (wmk)"paE (wmk)) | paD(vm)[P],
so
[wm1 , ..., wm(k&1) , wmk] { (ndE (wmk)"paE (wmk)) | paD(vm)[P].
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It follows that
wmk { (ndE (wmk)"paE (wmk)) | [wm1 , ..., wm(k&1)] _* paD(vm)[P],
so that
wmk { (ndE (wmk)"paE (wmk)) | paE (wmk)[P] (3.11)
by (3.8); hence P # P(E ).
Conversely, suppose that P # P(E ), so that (3.11) holds for m=1, ..., r
and k=1, ..., qm . By (3.10),
wmk { (ndD(vm)"paD(vm)) | paE (wmk)[P]. (3.12)
The two relations obtained from (3.12) with k=qm&1 and k=qm combine
according to (3.2) to yield
[wm(qm&1) , wmqm] { (ndD(vm)"paD(vm)) | paE (wm(qm&1))[P]. (3.13)
Combine this relation with that obtained from (3.12) with k=qm&2; then
continue this process for k=qm&3, ..., 1, finally obtaining
[wm1 , ..., wmqm] { (ndD(vm)"paD(vm)) | paE (wm1)[P]. (3.14)
Since [wm1 , ..., wmqm]=
&1(vm) and paE (wm1)=paD(vm) by (3.8), (3.14)#
(3.3); hence P # P(D).
(ii) Let y#( yw | w # W ) # _(Yw | w # W )#X be a random variate
such that ( yw | w{w$, w") (w$, w" as in Section 2), are mutually inde-
pendent and independent of ( yw$ , yw"), while yw$ and yw" are dependent
with nondegenerate distributions; denote the distribution of y by P. By
hypothesis, either w" # ndE (w$)"paE (w$) or w$ # ndE (w")"paE (w"). Since
w$ {3 w" | paE (w$)[P]
and
w" {3 w$ | paE (w")[P],
it follows from (3.3) for E#(W, R) that P  P(E).
Next, either (w$)=(w") or (w$)OD (w"). In the first case, it follows
immediately from (3.6) and the definition of P that for each v # V, v,
ndD(v)"paD(v), and paD(v) are mutually independent; hence P trivially
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satisfies (3.3), so P # P(D). The same argument holds in the second case,
except for v=(w"), but then (w$) # paD(v); hence
(v, paD(v)) { (ndD(v)"paD(v)).
By (3.2), v satisfies (3.3), so again P # P(D). This completes the proof.
Lauritzen et al. (1990) have characterized the class of D-Markovian dis-
tributions P that are absolutely continuous with respect to a product
measure + :=} (+v | v # V ) on X, where each +v is a _-finite measure on
Xv . They say that P admits a D-recursive factorization if P admits a prob-
ability density function of the form
p(x)=‘ (kv(xv , xpa(v)) | v # V ), x # X,
for some measurable functions kv0 on Xv_Xpa(v) such that  kv(xv , xpa(v))
d+v(xv)=1 for all xpa(v) # Xpa(v) and all v # V.
Proposition 3.2 (Lauritzen et al. (1990, Theorem 1)). Assume that P is
absolutely continuous with respect to the product measure + on X. Then P is
D-Markovian if and only if P admits a D-recursive factorization. In this case,
kv( } , xpa(v)) is a version of the conditional density p( } | xpa(v)) of xv given
xpa(v) and the D-recursive factorization of P assumes the form
p(x)=‘ ( p(xv | xpa(v)) | v # V ), x # X. (3.15)
Remark 3.1. If (kv | v # V ) is a family of functions satisfying the above
conditions, then
p (x) :=‘ (kv(xv , xpa(v)) | v # V ), x # X,
defines a probability density wrt + on X. To verify that  p d+=1, choose
a never-decreasing listing v1 , ..., vr of V and integrate p iteratively over Xvm
wrt +vm , m=r, ..., 1. Thus by Proposition 3.2, P :=p } + is D-Markovian.
4. NORMAL ADG MODELS
For the remainder of this paper, D#(V, R) shall denote an ADG as in
the preceding section, but we now add the assumption that Xv=R
Iv, v # V,
where the Iv are nonempty finite index sets, so that X=RI with I :=
* (Iv | v # V ). The normal ADG model NI (D) is defined1 to be the restric-
tion of the Markov model P(D; RI) to the class of nonsingular multivariate
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1 Note that NI (D) depends on the partitioning I=* (Iv | v # V ) as well as on I itself.
normal distributions on RI. In this section we characterize P(D; I ), the set
of I_I positive definite covariance matrices corresponding to the normal
ADG model NI (D).
For any subset JI and vector x#(xi | i # I ) # RI, define xJ :=
(xi | i # J) # RJ. For any subset AV, define IA :=* (Iv | v # A) and xA :=
xIA # R
IA. Note that x#xI #xV and define x< :=0.
For any subsets J, KI, let M(J_K) denote2 the vector space of all real
J_K matrices, P(J) the cone of all real positive definite J_J matrices, and
set M(J) :=M(J_J). Denote the J_J identity matrix by 1J . For 7 # P(I ),
let 7JK denote the J_K submatrix of 7, let 7J :=7JJ # P(J), and let 7&1J
denote (7J)&1. For disjoint subsets J, KI, define
7J vK :=7J&7JK 7&1K 7KJ # P(J).
For v # V, define the following three disjoint subsets of I:
O vo :=Ind(v)"pa(v) , Ovo :=Ipa(v) , [v] :=Iv ;
then define3
Pvp := Ovo _* [v].
Thus for 7 # P(I ), we have the partitioning
7O vo 7O vo 7O v]
7O vo _* Ovo _* [v]=\7 Ovo 7 Ovo 7 Ov]+ , (4.1)7[vo 7[vo 7[v]
where 7O vo # P( O vo ), 7 Ovo # P( Ovo ), 7[v] # P([v]), 7 Ovo :=
7Ovo O vo # M( Ovo_O vo ), 7[vo :=7[v]O vo # M([v]_O vo ),
7[vo :=7[v]Ovo # M([v]_Ovo ), and 7O vo =(7 Ovo )t, 7O v]=
(7[vo )t, 7 Ov]=(7[vo )t. Furthermore, define
7[v] v :=7[v] v Ovo # P([v]). (4.2)
and recall that |7[v] v |=(|7 Pvp | )( |7 Ovo | ), where |7| :=det(7).
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2 If J=< or K=<, then M(J_K) :=[0], the zero vector space. If J{< and K{<, the
product of a J_< matrix and a <_K matrix is the J_K zero matrix.
3 Since Ovo, O vo , and Pvp depend on the ADG D#(V, R) through R as well as V,
when necessary we will denote them as OvoD , O vo D , and PvpD , respectively. The same
is true of the indices [vo , [vo , Ovo , etc. in (4.1). It is also important to bear in mind the
dependence of all these quantities on the partitioning I=* (Iv | v # V ), and therefore the
same dependence of quantities such as 7[v] v #7[v] v Ovo , ?D(7), 6(D; I ), ? D(!, 7), and
6 (L, D; I ) (cf. (4.2) and Definitions 4.1 and 6.3 and Proposition 6.1).
Definition 4.1. For 7 # P(I ), the family of matrices
?D(7) :=((7[vo 7&1Ovo , 7[v] v ) | v # V )
# _(M([v]_Ovo )_P([v]) | v # V )=: 6(D; I )
is called the family of D-parameters of 7.
Let NI (!, 7) denote the normal distribution on RI with mean vector
! # RI and covariance matrix 7 # P(I ). Then NI (!, Z) # P(D; RI) \! # RI iff
NI (0, 7) # P(D; RI).
Definition 4.2. The subset P(D; I )P(I ) is defined as
7 # P(D; I )  NI (0, 7) # P(D; RI);
that is, 7 # P(D; I ) iff x[v] { xO vo | x Ovo \v # V when xtNI (0, 7).
Every 7 # P(D; I ) is uniquely determined by its D-parameters ?D(7):
Proposition 4.1. The mapping
?D : P(D; I )  6(D; I ) (4.3)
is bijective.
Proof. For any ((;v , 4v) | v # V ) # 6(D; I ), apply Remark 3.1 with
+v :=Lebesgue measure on R[v] and
kv(x[v] , x Ovo ) :=(dN[v](;vx Ovo , 4v)d+v)(x[v]), x # RI,
to see that
p (x) :=‘ ((dN[v](;vx Ovo , 4v)d+v)(x[v]) | v # V ), x # RI (4.4)
is a probability density function wrt + :=Lebesgue measure on RI. Since
p (x)=c } exp[& 12Q(x)] for some positive semidefinite quadratic form on
RI, necessarily Q is positive definite; hence Q(x)=tr(7&1xxt) for some
unique 7 # P(I ) and c&1=(2?) |I |2 |7|12. Here |I | :=card(I ) and |7| :=
det(7). Set x=0 in (4.4) to obtain
|7|=‘ ( |4v | | v # V ), (4.5)
which combines with (4.4) to yield
tr(7&1xxt)
=: (tr(4&1v (x[v]&;vx Ovo )(x[v]&;vx Ovo )
t) | v # V ), x # RI.
(4.6)
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It follows from Proposition 3.2 that NI (0, 7)#p } + # P(D; RI); hence,
7 # P(D; I ). Furthermore, by (3.15) and the well-known fact that
x[v] | x Ovo tN[v](7[vo 7&1Ovo x Ovo , 7[v] v ) (4.7)
when xtNI (0, 7), we have ;v=7[vo 7&1Ovo and 4v=7[v] v , v # V; hence,
?D is surjective.
Next suppose that 7, 7$ # P(D; I ) satisfy ?D(7)=?D(7$). By (4.7),
NI (0, 7) and NI (0, 7$) determine the same family of conditional distribu-
tions, hence NI (0, 7)=NI (0, 7$) by (3.15). Therefore 7=7$, so ?D is
injective. This completes the proof.
The covariance set P(D; I ) was defined indirectly according to a proba-
bilistic criterion in Definition 4.2. Relations (ii) and (iii) in the following
proposition give two direct algebraic characterizations of P(D; I ). Note too
that the inverse mapping ?&1D in (4.3) is implicitly determined by (iii).
Proposition 4.2. The following three conditions are equivalent:
(i) 7 # P(D; I );
(ii) \v # V, 7[vo =7[vo 7&1Ovo 7 Ovo ;
(iii) \x # RI,
tr(7&1xxt)=: (tr(7&1[v] v(x[v]&7[vo 7
&1
Ovo x Ovo )
_(x[v]&7[vo 7&1Ovo x Ovo )
t) | v # V ).
Furthermore, when 7 satisfies these conditions, it also satisfies
|7|=‘ ( |7[v] v | | v # V ). (4.8)
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is clear. If 7 satisfies (i), then (iii) and
(4.8) follow from (4.6) and (4.5), respectively, by setting ((;v , 4v) | v # V )=
?D(7) in the proof of Proposition 4.1. Conversely, if 7 satisfies (iii), then
(i) follows from Proposition 3.2.
Remark 4.1. Results similar to Proposition 4.1 in varying degrees of
generality have appeared in Kiiveri et al. (1984, Section 3), Wermuth
(1992, Proposition 4.1), and in unpublished notes of P. S. Eriksen.
By comparing Proposition 4.2 with Theorem 2.1 of Andersson and
Perlman (1993), it is seen that the class of normal lattice conditional
independence (LCI) models introduced in Andersson and Perlman (1993)
is a subclass of the class of all normal ADG models. In fact Andersson,
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Madigan, Perlman, and Triggs (1995, 1997) have shown (without the
assumption of normality) that the class of all LCI models is a proper sub-
class of all ADG models, namely, those determined by transitive ADGs
(also see Section 10).
Similarly, it is well-known that every Markov model determined by a
decomposable undirected graph coincides with some ADG model, but not
converselysee Andersson, Madigan and Perlman (1997a). Therefore,
under the assumption of multivariate normality, the class of decomposable
covariance selection models (Dempster (1972), Lauritzen (1996)) is a proper
subclass of the class of normal ADG models.
5. RECONSTRUCTION OF THE COVARIANCE MATRIX FROM
ITS D-PARAMETERS
It will be shown in Section 7 that for the normal ADG model NI (D), the
maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) 7 of the covariance matrix
7 # P(D; I ) is obtained in terms of the MLEs of its D-parameters ?D(7). In
order to recover 7 , an explicit representation of the inverse ?&1D of the
mapping (4.3) is needed. This representation is now described by the
following Reconstruction Algorithm, a generalization of the algorithm given
in Andersson and Perlman (1993, Section 2.7).
Let v1 , ..., vr be a never-decreasing listing of the elements in V. For nota-
tional convenience abbreviate vm by m, [vm] by [m], Ovmo by Omo ,
and [vmo by [mo . Partition 7 according to the decomposition
I=[1] _* } } } _* [r] (5.1)
and list the D-parameters ?D(7) in the corresponding order:
?D(7)=: ((;m , 4m) | m=1, ..., r) # _(M([m]_Omo )
_P([m]) | m=1, ..., r).
(Note that M([1]_O1o )=[0] and ;1=0.)
Step 1.
7[1]=41 .
Step 2.
7[2o =;2 7 O2o
7[2]=42+;27 O2] .
Since O2o [1], the submatrix 7[1] _* [2] is now completely determined.
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Because O3o [1] _* [2], 7 O3o is a submatrix of 7[1] _* [2] and the
next step may be carried out.
Step 3a.
7[3o =;3 7 O3o
7[3]=43+;37 O3] .
It is important to note that after Steps 1, 2, and 3a, the two submatrices
7[1] _* [2] and 7 O3o _* [3] are now determined but the complete matrix
7[1] _* [2] _* [3] may not yet be fully determined. Since
([1] _* [2])"O3o  O 3o ,
the remaining [3]_(([1] _* [2])"O3o ) submatrix of 7[1] _* [2] _* [3] ,
denoted by 7[3) , is determined from 7[1] _* [2] by means of Proposi-
tion 4.2(ii):
Step 3b.
7[3)=7[3o 7&1O3o 7 O3)=;37 O3) ,
where 7 O3) is the O3o_(([1] _* [2])"O3o ) submatrix of 7[1] _* [2] .
After m&1 such steps, the submatrix 7[1] _* } } } _* [m&1] is fully determined
and in turn may be used to obtain 7[1] _* } } } _* [m] as follows. First note that
the never-decreasing nature of v1 , ..., vr implies that
Omo [1] _* } } } _* [m&1], (5.2)
([1] _* } } } _* [m&1])"Omo  O mo . (5.3)
Thus, if we denote the [m]_(([1] _* } } } _* [m&1])"Omo ) submatrix of
7[1] _* } } } _* [m] by 7[m) and the Omo_(([1] _* } } } _* [m&1])"Omo )
submatrix by 7 Om) , it follows from (5.2) that both 7 Omo and 7 Om) are
submatrices of 7[1] _* } } } _* [m&1] , so that the next step may be carried out
to fully determine 7[1] _* } } } _* [m] :
Step m.
7[mo =;m7 Omo
7[m]=4m+;m7 Om]
7[m)=7[mo 7&1Omo 7 Om)=;m7 Om) .
The last equation follows from (5.3) and Proposition 4.2(ii).
The Reconstruction Algorithm is complete after r steps.
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6. NORMAL LINEAR ADG MODELS
In this section, the classical multivariate normal linear regression model
(# MANOVA model) is extended to the normal linear ADG model that
incorporates the Markov covariance structure determined by an acyclic
digraph (ADG) D#(V, R). Such a generalized multivariate linear regres-
sion model retains many of the properties of the classical MANOVA
model. In particular, its likelihood function (LF) factors into a product
of conditional LFs, each corresponding to a MANOVA model, so that
likelihood inference can be carried out by the usual linear methods. The
notation and terminology of Section 4 is continued here.
First we briefly review the classical MANOVA model NI_N(L), where I
and N are finite index sets with n :=|N| and where LM(I_N) is a
MANOVA subspace. These results also appear in Andersson et al. (1993).
Definition 6.1. A linear subspace LM(I_N) is called a MANOVA
subspace if M(I ) LL or, equivalently (since 1I # M(I )), if M(I ) L=L.
It can be shown that L is a MANOVA subspace of M(I_N) iff
L=M(I_N) P (6.1)
for some (necessarily unique) N_N orthogonal projection matrix P#PL
(Pt=P, P2=P). For fixed I, this establishes a 11 corespondence between
all MANOVA subspaces LM(I_N) and all N_N projection matrices P.
Note that dim(L)=|I | } tr(PL).
In tensor product notation, M(I_N)=RIRN, and L is a MANOVA
subspace of M(I_N) iff
L=RIK (6.2)
for some (necessarily unique) linear subspace K#KL RN. For fixed I,
this establishes a 11 corespondence between all MANOVA subspaces
LM(I_N) and all linear subspaces KRN. It follows from (6.1) and
(6.2) that KL=RNPL , or equivalently, that KL is the row space of PL :
KL=row(PL). (6.3)
Remark 6.1. Any linear subspace LM(I_N) of the form
L=[BZ | B # M(I_T)] (6.4)
is a MANOVA subspace, where T is a finite index set and Z # M(T_N) is
a design matrix. Here, KL=row(Z) and PL=Zt(ZZt)&Z, where (ZZt)&
denotes any generalized inverse of ZZt. Conversely, every MANOVA sub-
space can be represented (nonuniquely) in the form (6.4).
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Each MANOVA subspace LM(I_N) uniquely determines a normal
MANOVA model NI_N(L) defined as
NI_N(L) :=(NI_N(!, 71N) | (!, Z) # L_P(I )). (6.5)
This statistical model consists of n independent normal random vectors
xj tNI (!j , 7), j # N,
with !j # RI and 7 # P(I ), where ! :=(!j | j # N) # L. If
y :=(xj | j # N) # M(I_N)
denotes an observation from this model, then it is well known (cf. Anderson
(1984, Chap. 8)) that the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) (! ( y),
7 ( y)) # L_P(I ) is unique and exists for a.e. y [Lebesgue] if and only if
ntr(PL)+|I |#dim(KL)+|I |. (6.6)
In this case the MLEs are given by
! ( y)= yPL , n7 ( y)= yQLyt, (6.7)
where QL :=1N&PL , and the maximum of the likelihood function is
|7 ( y)|&n2 exp[&n|I |2]. (6.8)
The MLE (! , 7 ) is a complete and sufficient statistic for the MANOVA
model NI_N(L).
In the classical MANOVA model NI_N(L), the covariance matrix 7 # P(I )
is unrestricted. If, instead, the assumption that 7 # P(D; I ) is imposed, then
the class of MANOVA subspaces can be replaced by the larger class of
D-linear subspaces L (see Definition 6.2). We shall see that the resulting
normal linear ADG model
NI_N(L, D) :=(NI_N(!, 71N) | (!, 7) # L_P(D; I )) (6.9)
retains most of the amenable features of the classical model. See Sections 13.1
and 13.3 for examples of such linear ADG models.
For any ! # M(I_N) and any subset JI, let !J denote the J_N sub-
matrix of !. For any linear subspace LM(I_N) and any v # V, define the
two subspaces
L[v] :=[![v] | ! # L]M([v]_N),
LOvo :=[! Ovo | ! # L]M( Ovo_N).
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Thus, we may consider the natural embedding
L  _(L[v] | v # V )M(I_N)
(6.10)
! [ (![v] | v # V ).
Definition 6.2. A linear subspace LM(I_N) is called a D-linear sub-
space, or simply a D-subspace, if it satisfies the following three conditions:
(i) L=_(L[v] | v # V ), i.e., (6.10) is a bijection;
(ii) \v # V, L[v] is a MANOVA subspace of M([v]_N);
(iii) \v # V, M([v]_Ovo ) L Ovo L[v] .
Remark 6.2. By (6.1) and (6.2), condition (iii) may be restated in the
following two equivalent forms, whose significance is discussed in Section 10:
(iii)$ \u, v # V with uOv, PL[v] PL[u]=PL[u] .
(iii)" \u, v # V with uOv, KL[u] KL[v] .
Definition 6.3. For (!, 7) # M(I_N)_P(I ), the family of matrices
? D(!, 7) :=((![v]&7[vo 7&1Ovo ! Ovo , 7[vo 7
&1
Ovo , 7[v] v ) | v # V )
# _(M([v]_N)_M([v]_Ovo )_P([v]) | v # V )
is called the family of D-parameters of (!, 7).
Proposition 6.1. If L is a D-subspace, the mapping
? D : L_P(D; I )
 _(L[v] _M([v]_Ovo )_P([v]) | v # V )=: 6 (L, D; I ) (6.11)
is bijective. Thus, every (!, 7) # L_P(D; I ) is uniquely determined by its
D-parameters.
Proof. Since
6 (L, D; I )=(_(L[v] | v # V ))_6(D; I ),
the inclusion
? D(L_P(D; I ))6 (L, D; I )
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follows from (4.3) and conditions (i) and (iii). To see that ? D is injective,
suppose that ? D(!, 7)=? D(!$, 7$) for (!, 7), (!$, 7$) # L_P(D; I ). Then
7=7$ by Proposition 4.1; hence,
![v]&7[vo 7&1Ovo ! Ovo =!$[v]&7[vo 7
&1
Ovo !$Ovo \v # V. (6.12)
Now choose a never-decreasing listing v1 , ..., vr of V and apply (6.12) suc-
cessively for v=v1 , ..., vr , together with (5.2), to obtain !1=!$1 , ..., !r=!$r ;
hence !=!$.
To see that ? D is surjective, consider any ((+v , ;v , 4v) | v # V ) # 6 (L, D; I ).
Again select a never-decreasing listing v1 , ..., vr of V and augment the general
Step m of the Reconstruction Algorithm (cf. Section 5) with the following
additional relation:
Step m$.
![m]=+m+;m! Omo .
By (5.2) and condition (iii), ![m] # L[m] , m=1, ..., r, so by condition (i)
and Proposition 4.1, this Augmented Reconstruction Algorithm produces a
pair, (!, 7) # L_P(D; I ), such that ?D(7)=((;v , 4v) | v # V ). It follows
from the relations in Step m$, m=1, ..., r, that in fact ? D(!, 7)=
((+v , ;v , 4v) | v # V ); hence, ? D is surjective.
7. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION IN A NORMAL
LINEAR ADG MODEL
By Proposition 4.2, the likelihood function (LF) based on an observation
y from the normal linear ADG model NI_N(L, D) in (6.9) has the
factorization:
(L_P(D; I ))_M(I_N)  ]0, [
((!, 7), y) [ |7|&n2 exp[& 12 tr(7
&1( y&!)( y&!)t)]
=‘ ( |7[v] v | &n2_exp[& 12 tr(7
&1
[v] v( y[v]&![v]
&7[vo 7&1Ovo( y Ovo &! Ovo ))( } } } )
t)] | v # V ). (7.1)
For each v # V, let Pv :=PL[v] # M(N) denote the projection matrix corre-
sponding to the MANOVA subspace L[v] and set Qv :=QL[v]=1N&Pv .
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By the orthogonality of Pv and Qv , the final expression in (7.1) has the further
factorization
‘ ( |4v |&n2 } exp[& 12 tr(4
&1
v ( y[v]Pv&+v&;v y Ovo Pv)( } } } )
t)]
_exp[& 12 tr(4
&1
v ( y[v] Qv&;v y Ovo Qv)( } } } )
t)] | v # V ),
where ((+v , ;v , 4v) | v # V )#? (!, 7) are the D-parameters of (!, 7) #
L_P(D; I ). By Proposition 6.1, the parameter space L_P(D; I ) factors into
the product of the ranges of the D-parameters.
It now follows readily from well-known results for the MANOVA model
that the MLE (! ( y), 7 ( y)) of (!, 7) is unique and exists for a.e. y # M(I_N)
[Lebesgue] if and only if
nmax[ pv+| Pvp | | v # V], (7.2)
where pv :=tr(Pv)=dim(Kv) with Kv :=row(Pv). In this case, the
D-parameters ((+^v , ; v , 4 v) | v # V ) of the MLE (! , 7 ) are determined by
the usual formulas for regression estimators:
+^v= y[v] Pv& y[v]Qv y tOvo( y Ovo Qv y
t
Ovo )
&1 y Ovo Pv
; v= y[v] Qv ytOvo( y Ovo Qv y
t
Ovo )
&1 (7.3)
n4 v= y[v] Qv y t[v]& y[v] Qv y
t
Ovo( y Ovo Qv y
t
Ovo )
&1 y Ovo Qv y t[v] .
The MLE (! , 7 ) itself may be reconstructed from these estimated
D-parameters by means of the Augmented Reconstruction Algorithm
described in the proof of Proposition 6.1.
Finally, when (7.2) holds, it follows from (4.8), (6.8), and the relation
4 v=7 [v] } that the maximum of the LF in (7.1) is
‘ ( |7 [v] v( y)| &n2 exp[&n |[v]|2] | v # V )=|7 ( y)| &n2 exp[&n |I |2].
(7.4)
Unlike the classical multivariate linear regression model, the normal
linear ADG model NI_N(L, D) is a curved exponential family in general,
so the MLE need not be a complete or sufficient statistic.
8. DISTRIBUTION OF THE EMPIRICAL GENERALIZED
VARIANCE
In this section we apply (4.8) to derive the distribution of the empirical
generalized variance |7 |, where 7 #7 ( y) is the MLE of 7, obtained
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implicitly in Section 7, based on an observation y from the normal linear
ADG model NI_N(L, D). This distribution will be applied in Section 9 to
obtain the central (#null) distribution of the likelihood ratio statistic for
testing one normal linear ADG model against another.
Let v1 , ..., vr be a never-decreasing listing of the elements in V. As in
Section 5, we denote [vm] by [m], Ovm o by Omo , and 4 vm by 4 m ,
m=1, ..., r. By the local Markov property, under the model NI_N(L, D)
the conditional distribution of y[r] , given y[r&1] , ..., y[1] , is the same as
the conditional distribution, given y Oro ; hence, by (7.3) the conditional
distribution of n4 r #n7 [r] v , given y[r&1] , ..., y[1] , is the same as the con-
ditional distribution, given y Oro . By well-known results for the
MANOVA model, this conditional distribution is the Wishart distribution
W(7[r] v , fr) with fr :=n& pr&| Oro | degrees of freedom and expecta-
tion fr7[r] v , where pr :=tr(Pr) with Pr :=Pvr . Since this conditional dis-
tribution does not depend on y[r&1] , ..., y[1] , 7 [r] v is independent of
( y[r&1] , ..., y[1]).
For m=r&1, ..., 1, 7 [m] v depends on y # M(I_N) only through
y[m] , ..., y[1] . By repeating the preceding argument, we see that the condi-
tional distribution of n7 [m] v given y[m&1] , ..., y[1] is the same as its
conditional distribution given y Omo , i.e., the Wishart distribution
W(7[m] v , fm) with fm :=n& pm&| Omo | degrees of freedom and expec-
tation fm7[m] v , where pm :=tr(Pm) with Pm :=Pvm . Thus 7 [r] v , ..., 7 [m] v ,
and ( y[m&1] , ..., y[1]) are mutually independent.
We conclude that
7 [1] v , ..., 7 [r] v are mutually independent, (8.1)
n7 [m] v tW(7[m] v , fm), m=1, ..., r. (8.2)
In particular, it follows from (4.8) above and Eq. (15) in Anderson (1984,
p. 264) that the :th moment of the empirical generalized variance |7 | is
given by
E(|7 |:)
=|7|: (2n): |I |
_‘ \‘ \1(
1
2 (n& pv&| Ovo |&i+1)+:)
1( 12 (n& pv&| Ovo |&i+1)) } i=1, ..., |[v]|+ } v # V+ .
9. TESTING ONE NORMAL LINEAR ADG MODEL
AGAINST ANOTHER
In this section we address the general hypothesis-testing problem for
normal linear ADG models. The general testing problem is formulated,
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the likelihood ratio (LR) test is derived (Proposition 9.1), and the null
(#central) distribution of the LR statistic is specified in terms of its
moments (Proposition 9.2). Examples are presented in Section 13.3.
Submodels NI_N(M, E) of a normal linear ADG model NI_N(L, D) are
now introduced. As in Section 3, let D#(V, R) be an ADG such that
I=* (Iv | v # V ) is a disjoint partitioning of the index set I, let E#(W, S)
be a second ADG with an associated family (Iw | w # W ) of disjoint subsets
of I, and let : E  D be a surjective ADG homomorphism such that
Iv=.4 (Iw | w # W, (w)=v), v # V. (9.1)
Thus, also I=* (Iw | w # W ), so that (3.6) and (3.7) hold with X=RI,
Xv=R
Iv and Yw=R
Iw. By Proposition 3.1(i), NI (E) is a submodel of
NI (D), or equivalently, P(E; I )P(D; I ). If also  is a proper homo-
morphism, then it follows from a proof similar to that of Proposition 3.1(ii)
that in fact NI (E) is a proper submodel of NI (D), i.e., that P(E; I )/P(D; I ).
For the remainder of this section, assume that L is a D-subspace of
M(I_N) and M is an E-subspace of M(I_N) such that ML. Then
NI_N(M, E) is a submodel of NI_N(L, D), so we may consider the
problem of testing NI_N(M, E) vs. NI_N(L, D). More specifically, based
on an observation ytNI_N(!, 71N), we may test
HM, E : (!, 7) # M_P(E; I ) vs HL, D : (!, 7) # L_P(D; I ). (9.2)
Remark 9.1. It follows from Definition 6.2, (9.1), and the order-preser-
ving property of  that every D-subspace L of M(I_N) is also an E-sub-
space of M(I_N), but the converse is not valid.4 Therefore, the general
problem (9.2) includes the following two testing problems as special cases:
HL, E : (!, 7) # L_P(E; I ) vs HL, D : (!, 7) # L_P(D; I ), (9.3)
HM, E : (!, 7) # M_P(E; I ) vs HL, E : (!, 7) # L_P(E; I ). (9.4)
In order to test
HM, D : (!, 7) # M_P(D; I ) vs HL, D : (!, 7) # L_P(D; I ), (9.5)
however, it must also be assumed that M is a D-subspace of M(I_N).
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4 For example, let V :=[1, 2], I1 :=[1, 2], I1 #[1] :=[1], I2 #[2] :=[2], D=1  2,
and E=1 2, so that id[1, 2] : E  D is a (proper) surjective ADG homomorphism satisfying
(9.1). Then any subspace LM(I_N) of the form L=L[1] _L[2] , where L[i]=R[i] Ki ,
i=1, 2 (cf. (6.2)), is an E-subspace, but L is a D-subspace iff K1 K2 .
Before presenting the LR statistic * for the general testing problem (9.2),
a warning about notation is needed. For v # V and w # W, the reader is
reminded that the subsets of I denoted by [v], Ovo , Pvp , and by [w],
Owo , Pwp depend not only upon v and w, respectively, but also upon
the partitionings I=* (Iv | v # V ) and I=* (Iw | w # W ) and relations R
and S associated with the ADGs D and E, respectively. Similarly, the pro-
jections Pv :=PL[v] and Pw :=PM[w] depend not only on v and w but also
on the D-subspace L and the E-subspace M, respectively, hence so do their
traces pv and pw .
We denote the MLEs of 7 under HM, E and HL, D by 7 0 and 7 , respec-
tively.
Proposition 9.1. Suppose that (7.2) holds, i.e., nmax[ pv+| Pvp | |
v # V ]. Then 7 0( y) and 7 ( y) exist and are unique for a.e. y # M(I_N)
[Lebesgue] under HL, D , hence, also under HM, E . In this case the LR
statistic *#*( y) for testing HM, E vs HL, D exists for a.e. y and is given by
*2n=
|7 |
|7 0 |
=
‘ ( |7 [v] v | | v # V )
‘ ( |7 0[w] v | | w # W )
. (9.6)
Proof. The existence and uniqueness a.e. of 7 follows from (7.2). For
w # W we shall show
Pwp  P(w)p , (9.7)
Pw=P(w) Pw ; (9.8)
these two relations imply that | Pwp || P(w)p | and pw p(w) ,
respectively. Therefore,
nmax[ pv+| Pvp | | v # V ]
=max[ p(w)+| P(w)p | | w # W ]
max[ pw+| Pwp | | w # W ],
implying the existence and uniqueness a.e. of 7 0 , also by (7.2). The two
expressions for * follow from (7.4).
To establish (9.7), first note that (9.1) implies that
Iw I(w) , w # W, (9.9)
while the order-preserving property of  implies that
([w] _* paE (w))[(w)] _* paD((w)). (9.10)
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Thus,
Pwp #I[w] _* paE (w) I([w] _* paE (w)) I[(w)] _* paD ((w)) # P(w)p ,
which yields (9.7). Next, (9.9) implies that [w][(w)]; since ML, this
in turn implies that M[w] L[(w)] from which (9.8) follows.
Proposition 9.2. Suppose that (7.2) holds. Under the null hypothesis
HM, E in (9.2), the LR statistic * and the MLEs (7 0[w] v | w # W ) are
mutually independent. Under HM, E , the 2:nth moment of * is given by
E(*2:n)
=
E( |7 |:)
E( |7 0 |:)
=
‘ \‘ \1(
1
2 (n& pv&| Pvp |&i+1)+:)
1( 12 (n& pv&| Pvp |&i+1)) } i=1, ..., |[v]|+ } v # V+
‘ \‘ \1(
1
2 (n& pw&| Pwp |&i+1)+:)
1( 12 (n& pw&| Pwp |&i+1)) } i=1, ..., |[w]|+ } w # W+
.
(9.11)
Since  ( |[v]| | v # V )= ( |[w]| | w # W ), these moments can be used
to obtain the Box approximation for the central distribution of &2 log *;
see Anderson (1984, pp. 311316) and Andersson and Perlman (1995a,
pp. 2526). (The approximation given by Ledet Jensen (1991) should be
somewhat more accurate.)
Remark 9.2. If we set L=M=[0] in the general testing problem (9.2),
then, since the LR statistic * in (9.6) satisfies 0*1, we obtain the
following extension of the classical Hadamard-Fischer determinantal
inequality. Let D#(V, R) and E#(W, S) be two ADGs and let : E  D be
a surjective ADG homomorphism satisfying (9.1), so that I=* (Iv | v # V )=
* (Iw | w # W ). Then (recall Footnote 3) for any positive definite matrix
7 # P(I ),
‘ \ |7 Pvp ||7 Ovo | } v # V+‘ \
|7 Pwp |
|7 Owo | } w # W+ . (9.12)
In particular, by taking D to be the trivial ADG with only one vertex, this
reduces to the inequality
|7|‘ \ |7 Pwp ||7 Owo | } w # W+ . (9.13)
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Remark 9.3. Since the class of normal LCI models is a subset of the
class of normal ADG models (see Remark 4.1), the results in this section
may be regarded as extensions of those in Andersson and Perlman (1995a),
where, furthermore, no nonzero mean-value subspaces were considered.
These results also extend results concerning testing one decomposable
covariance selection model against another (cf. Porteous, 1989; Andersen et
al., 1995, Section 7.6.1; Eriksen, 1996; Lauritzen, 1996), where, again,
general mean-value subspaces were not considered.
Proof of Proposition 9.2. To begin the derivation of the central distribu-
tion of *, choose a never-decreasing listing v1 , ..., vr of V. For each
m=1, ..., r, let wm1 , ..., wmqm be a never-decreasing listing of 
&1(vm). It
follows from (9.1) and the surjective and order-preserving properties of 
that the combined sequence w11 , ..., w1q1 , ..., wr1 , ..., wrqr is a never-decreas-
ing listing of the members of W, which in turn implies that
paE (wmk)[wij | i=1, ..., m&1, j=1, ..., qi] _* [wmj | j=1, ..., k&1]
ndE (wmk). (9.14)
For each m=1, ..., r and k=1, ..., qm , define
(wmk) :=I[wij | i=1, ..., m&1, j=1, ..., qi] _* [wmj | j=1, ..., k&1] .
For notational convenience, we usually abbreviate vm , [vm], Ovm o ,
[vm o by m, [m], Omo , [mo , respectively, and wmk , [wmk], Owmk o ,
[wmk o , (wmk) by mk, [mk], Omko , [mko , (mk) , respectively.
From (9.6), * can be expressed as
*2n=‘ (’m | m=1, ..., r), (9.15)
where
’m :=
|7 [m] v |
‘ ( |7 0[mk] v | | k=1, ..., qm)
. (9.16)
Furthermore, by Eq. (2.21) of Andersson and Perlman (1995b), for
m=1, ..., r we have that
’m=‘ (|mk | k=1, ..., qm), (9.17)
where
|mk :=
|7 [mk] v ( Omo _* [m1] _* } } } _* [m(k&1)]) |
|7 0[mk] v |
. (9.18)
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For each m=1, ..., r and k=1, ..., qm and for each fixed y(mk) #
M((mk)_N), we shall show that |mk has the form of Wilks’ LR criterion
for testing one MANOVA model against another (cf. (9.27)), and thereby
derive the central distribution of *.
By (9.14), under the hypothesis HM, E the conditional distribution of
y[mk] given y(mk) is
y[mk] | y(mk) tN[mk]_N(+mk+;mk y OmkoE , 4mk 1N) (9.19)
(recall Footnote 3), where
+mk :=![mk]&7[mkoE 7
&1
OmkoE
! OmkoE # M[mk] ,
;mk :=7[mkoE 7
&1
OmkoE
# M([mk]_OmkoE), (9.20)
4mk :=7[mk] v OmkoE # P([mk]).
It follows from Proposition 6.1 with L, D replaced by M, E that the range
of the parameter (+mk , ;mk , 4mk) under HM, E is
M[mk] _M([mk]_OmkoE)_P([mk]).
Therefore, the range of (+mk+;mky OmkoE , 4mk) under HM, E is
M( y OmkoE)_P([mk]),
where, for a.e. y OmkoE # M( OmkoE_N), M( y OmkoE)M([mk]_N) is
the MANOVA subspace5
M( y OmkoE) :=M[mk] [;mk y OmkoE | ;mk # M([mk]_OmkoE)].
(9.21)
Next, let E #(W, S ) be the ADG constructed from E and D in the proof
of Proposition 3.1; recall from (3.8) that
OmkoE = Omo _* [m1] _* } } } _* [m(k&1)](mk). (9.22)
By (3.4) and (3.2), under the hypothesis HL, D the conditional distribution
of y[mk] given y(mk) is (recall Footnote 3)
y[mk] | y(mk) tN[mk]_N(+mk+;mk y OmkoE , 4mk 1N), (9.23)
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5 The occurrence of the direct sum in (9.21) for a.e. y OmkoE follows, for example, from
Theorem 2.3 of Eaton and Perlman (1973); the same holds for the direct sum in (9.25).
where now
+mk :=![mk]&7[mkoE 7
&1
OmkoE
! OmkoE # L[mk] (see below),
;mk :=7[mkoE 7
&1
OmkoE
# M([mk]_OmkoE ), (9.24)
4mk :=7[mk] v OmkoE # P([mk]).
It is easily verified that : E  D is also a surjective ADG homomorphism,
so by Remark 9.1 with E replaced by E , L is also an E -subspace. Since
! # L under HL, D , the relation +mk # L[mk] holds.
It follows from Proposition 6.1 with D replaced by E that the range of
the parameter (+mk , ;mk , 4mk) under HL, D is
L[mk] _M([mk]_OmkoE )_P([mk]).
Therefore, the range of (+mk+;mky OmkoE , 4mk) under HL, D is
L( y OmkoE )_P([mk]),
where, for a.e. y OmkoE # M( OmkoE _N), L( y OmkoE )M([mk]_N) is
the MANOVA subspace
L( y OmkoE ) :=L[mk] [;mky OmkoE | ;mk # M([mk]_OmkoE )]. (9.25)
Note now that |mk in (9.18) can be expressed as
|mk=
|7 [mk] v OmkoE |
|7 0[mk] v OmkoE |
. (9.26)
By (3.5) with D2 , D replaced by E, E , paE (mk)paE (mk); hence
OmkoE  OmkoE . Also, ML implies that M[mk] L[mk] ; hence
M( y OmkoE)L( y OmkoE ). Thus for each fixed y(mk) # M((mk)_N), we
may consider the conditional problem of testing the normal MANOVA
models (cf. (6.5))
N[mk]_N(M( y OmkoE)) vs N[mk]_N(L( y OmkoE )). (9.27)
It follows from (6.8) that the LR statistic *mk #*mk( y(mk)) for this condi-
tional testing problem is given by
*2nmk=
|4 mk |
|4 0mk |
, (9.28)
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where 4 0mk and 4 mk are the respective MLEs of 4mk under the conditional
models N[mk]_N(M( y OmkoE)) (#(9.19)) and N[mk]_N(L( y OmkoE ))
(#(9.23)). Straightforward but lengthy algebra using (6.7) and the relation
QL[mk]=QLm shows, however, that
4 0mk=7 0[mk] v OmkoE , (9.29)
4 mk=7 [mk] v OmkoE .
We conclude that for each fixed y(mk) , |mk=*2nmk , as asserted after (9.18).
Therefore, under the conditional MANOVA model N[mk]_N(M( y OmkoE))
(#(9.19)) in (9.27), for each fixed y(mk) we have
|mk | y(mk)
tU |[mk]|, pm& p0mk+| OmkoE |&| OmkoE| , n& pm+| OmkoE |
n4 0mk #n7 0[mk] v | y(mk)
tW(4mk #7[mk] v , n& p0mk+| OmkoE | ), (9.30)
where Ua, b, c denotes Wilk’s U distribution (Anderson, 1984, Section 8.4)
and
pm :=tr(PL[m])#tr(PL[mk])
p0mk :=tr(PM[mk])
7 0[mk] v :=7 0[mk] v OmkoE
7[mk] v :=7[mk] v OmkoE .
Thus |mk is a (conditionally) ancillary statistic and the MLE 4 0mk #
7 0[mk] v is a function of the (conditionally) complete sufficient statistic (cf.
(6.7)), so by Basu’s lemma, |mk and 7 0[mk] v are (conditionally) independ-
ent. With (9.30), this implies that under HM, E ,
|mk { 7 0[mk] v | y(mk) ,
|mk { y(mk) , (9.31)
7 0[mk] v { y(mk) ;
hence by (3.2),
|mk { 7 0[mk] v { y(mk) . (9.32)
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Since 4 m(k&1) and 4 0m(k&1) are functions of y(mk) , so are |m(k&1) and
7 0[m(k&1)] v . Thus, we may use an inductive argument to conclude that
under the null hypothesis HM, E , the 2 |W| statistics ((|mk , 7 0[mk] v ) |
m=1, ..., r, k=1, ..., qm) are mutually independent and their unconditional
distributions are the same as their conditional distributions in (9.27).
Therefore, by (9.15)(9.18), the LR statistic * and the MLEs (7 0[w] v |
w # W ) are mutually independent under HM, E , as asserted.
Finally, it follows from (9.6) that
|7 |=*2n|7 0 |=*2n ‘ ( |7 0[w] v | | w # W ),
so by the independence just established, under HM, E the 2:n th moment of
* is given by
E(*2:n)=
E(|7 |:)
E( |7 0 |:)
.
Because HM, E HL, D , the second equality in (9.11) follows from (8.3).
10. TWO CHARACTERIZATIONS OF D-LINEAR SUBSPACES
In this section we study further the structure of D-subspaces. As before,
D#(V, R) is an ADG and I=* (Iv | v # V ) is an associated partition of
the finite index set I with each Iv {<.
To begin, note that in Definition 6.2, condition (iii) is equivalent to
(iv) \u, v # V with u<D v, M([v]_[u]) L[u] L[v] , or equivalently,
by (6.2), KL[u] KL[v] .
Thus the definition of a D-subspace depends on the relation OD only
through the induced transitive relation <D . It follows that L is a
D-subspace if and only if L is a T(D)-subspace, where the ADG T(D) is the
transitive closure of D. That is, T(D) is the ADG with vertex set V and with
transitive binary relation OT(D) defined as follows: for u, v # V, uOT(D) v iff
u<D v.
Remark 10.1. Since T(D) is a transitive ADG (#TADG) or, equiv-
alently, a partially ordered set (#poset), and since the ancestral rings A(D)
and A(T(D)) coincide, the fundamental Birkhoff duality between finite
posets and finite distributive lattices (cf. Davey and Priestley, 1990,
Chap. 8; or Andersson, 1990, Theorem 3.2) can be applied as in Andersson
et al. (1995, 1997) to deduce that L is a D-subspace of M(I_N) if and only
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if L is a K(D)-subspace of M(I_N). Here K(D) :=[IA | A # A(D)] is a
ring of subsets (hence, a finite distributive lattice) of I isomorphic to the
ancestral ring A(D), and for any ring K of subsets of I, the relevant defini-
tion of a K-subspace appears in Theorem 4.2 of Andersson and Perlman
(1994). We conclude that, although the class of covariance models deter-
mined by the class of normal ADG models is strictly larger than that deter-
mined by the class of normal LCI models, the class of linear regression
subspaces naturally associated with normal ADG models coincides with
that associated with normal LCI models.
Next, we present an algebraic characterization of D-subspaces in terms
of their invariance under a linear class M(D; I ) of generalized block-tri-
angular I_I matrices determined by D (Proposition 10.1). This charac-
terization can be used to verify that a specified regression subspace is a
D-subspacesee Section 13.
For any A # M(I ) and u, v # V, let A[uv] denote the [u]_[v] submatrix
of A and define A[v] :=A[vv] . Each A # M(I ) can be partitioned according
to the decomposition I=* ([v] | v # V ) as
A=(A[uv] | u, v # V ).
Define
M(D; I ) :=[A # M(I ) | \u, v # V, vP u O A[uv]=0], (10.1)
M1(D; I ) :=[A # M(D; I ) | \v # V, A[v]=1[v]]. (10.2)
For v # V and A # M(I ), partition A Pvp # M( Pvp_Pvp ) according
to the decomposition Pvp = Ovo _* [v] as
A Pvp =\A OvoA[vo
A Ov]
A[v] + ,
where A[v] # M([v]), A[vo # M([v]_Ovo ), A Ov] # M( Ov]_[v]),
AOvo # M( Ovo_Ovo ). By (10.1), if A # M(D; I ) then A Ov]=0
\v # V. Furthermore, the following linear mapping is bijective:
M(D; I )  _(M([v]_Ovo )_M([v]) | v # V )
(10.3)
A [ ((A[vo , A[v]) | v # V ).
Proposition 10.1. A subspace LM(I_N) is a D-subspace if and
only if
M(D; I ) LL. (10.4)
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Proof. For each v # V define
M ([v]_Ovo ):=[A#(A[tu] | t, u # V ) # M(I ) | A[tu]=0
unless t=v and uOv],
M ([v]) :=[A#(A[tu] | t, u # V ) # M(I ) | A[tu]=0 unless t=u=v].
Since the mapping (10.3) is bijective,
M(D; I )=  (M ([v]_Ovo )M ([v]) | v # V ); (10.5)
hence (10.4) holds iff both of the following two conditions hold for every
v # V:
M ([v]) LL, (10.6)
M ([v]_Ovo ) LL. (10.7)
It is straightforward to show that conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition 6.2
are together equivalent to (10.6) and that, when (i) and (ii) hold, condition
(iii) is equivalent to (10.7). This completes the proof.
It follows from Proposition 10.1 that the set of D-subspaces is closed
under the operations of intersection and summation. The application of
Proposition 10.1 to identify D-subspaces is illustrated in Section 13.
Remark 10.2. Clearly, M(D; I ) contains 1I and is a linear space, i.e.,
closed under addition and scalar multiplication, but it is not necessarily
closed under matrix multiplication; i.e., M(D; I ) is not necessarily a matrix
algebra. The matrix algebra generated by M(D; I ), denoted by M (D; I ), is
the set of all finite sums of finite products of matrices in M(D; I ). It is easy
to see that condition (10.4) is equivalent to the condition
M (D; I ) LL. (10.8)
Lemma 10.1. The following four conditions are equivalent:
(i) D is transitive.
(ii) M(D; I ) is closed under matrix multiplication; i.e., M(D; I ) is a
matrix algebra;
(iii) M(D; I ) is closed under matrix inversion;
(iv) M(D; I ) is closed under Jordan multiplication: A, B # M(D; I ) O
AB+BA # M(D; I ).
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Proof. (i) O (ii) If D is transitive, it follows from (10.1) and the
standard relation
(AB)[uv]=: (A[uw] B[wv] | w # V ), A, B # M(I ); u, v # V, (10.9)
that M(D; I ) is closed under matrix multiplication.
(ii) O (iii) (ii) implies that each nonsingular A # M(D; I ) determines
an injective linear mapping A : M(D; I )  M(D; I ) defined by A(B)=
AB. A standard dimensionality argument shows that this mapping is also
surjective; hence, since 1I # M(D; I ), B :=A&1 # M(D; I ).
(iii) O (iv) For A # M(I ) we have
lim
t  0
(1I&tA)&1&1I&tA
t2
=A2. (10.10)
By (iii), if A # M(D; I ) then the limit in (10.10) also is an element of
M(D; I ), since the latter is closed in M(I ); hence A2 # M(D; I ). Thus,
A, B # M(D; I ) O A2, B2, (A+B)2 # M(D; I ) O AB+BA # M(D; I ).
(iv) O (i) If D is not transitive, then there exist v, w, u # V such
that vOwOu but vP u. Define A#(A[u$v$] | u$, v$ # V ) and B#
(B[w$v$] | w$, v$ # V ) as
A[u$w$] :={0,A ,
if (u$, w$){(u, w),
if (u$, w$)=(u, w),
B[w$v$] :={0,B ,
if (w$, v$){(w, v),
if (w$, v$)=(w, v),
where A # M([u]_[w]) and B # M([w]_[v]) are chosen such that
A B {0. Then by (10.1) and (10.9), A, B # M(D; I ), BA=0, but AB 
M(D; I ), since (AB)[uv]=A B ; hence, AB+BA  M(D; I ).
Lemma 10.2. M (D; I )=M(T(D); I ).
Proof. From the definitions of M(D; I ) and T(D), M(D; I )
M(T(D); I ). By Lemma 10.1 applied to T(D), M(T(D); I ) is an algebra;
hence M (D; I )M(T(D); I ). Next we establish the opposite inclusion.
Since
M(T(D); I )=span(E ij | i # [u], j # [v], vu),
where
E ij :=($ii $ $ jj $ | i $, j $ # I ) # M(I ),
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it suffices to show that E ij # M (D; I ) if i # [u], j # [v], vu. In this case,
v # wk O } } } Ow0 # u for some w0 , ..., wk # V, k  0. If k  1 then
E ij # M(D; I ). If k  2, then
E ij=E l0 l1 } } } E lk&1 lk,
where l0 :=i, lk :=j, and l& is chosen arbitrarily in [w&], &=1, ..., k&1.
Since E l&&1 l& # M(D; I ) for &=1, ..., k, E ij # M (D; I ) as required.
From Proposition 10.1, Remark 10.2, and Lemma 10.2, we may again
conclude that L is a D-subspace iff L is a T(D)-subspace.
Remark 10.3. As in Remark 10.1, it can be seen that M(T(D); I )=
M(K(D)), where, for any ring K, M(K) is defined in Andersson and
Perlman (1993, 1994).
11. NORMAL LINEAR ADG MODELS AND BLOCK-RECURSIVE
NORMAL LINEAR SYSTEMS
Consider again the normal linear ADG model NI_N(L, D) in (6.9),
where D is an ADG as in Section 10 and LRI_N is a D-subspace. An
alternative interpretation of this model can be obtained by means of the
following block-triangular decomposition of the set of covariance matrices
associated with NI (D):
Proposition 11.1.
P(D; I )=[A&11 (A&1)t | A # M1(D; I ),
1=diag(1[v] | v # V ), 1[v] # P([v]), v # V].
Proof. By Proposition 4.2, if 7 # P(D; I ) then 7&1=At1&1A, where
A # M1(D; I ) is given by (recall (10.3)) A[vo =&7[vo 7&1Ovo , v # V, and
1#diag(1[v] | v # V ) is given by 1[v]=7[v] v , v # V. Conversely, if
7=A&11(A&1)t for some A # M1(D; I ) and 1=diag(1[v] | v # V ),
1[v] # P([v]), v # V, then for every x # RI,
tr(7&1xxt)=tr(1&1Ax(Ax)t)
=: (tr(1 &1[v](x[v]+A[vo x Ovo )( } } } )
t) | v # V ).
By Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, this implies that 7 is the unique element in
P(D; I ) determined by 7[vo 7&1Ovo =&A[vo and 7[v] v =1[v] , v # V. This
completes the proof.
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By Proposition 11.1, y#( y[v] | v # V ) # RI_N is an observable stochastic
variable from the model NI_N(L, D) iff
y=!+A&1z (11.1)
for some A # M1(D; I ) and some ! # L, where z#(z[v] | v # V ) # RI_N is an
unobservable stochastic variable such that ztN(0, 11N) for some 1 :=
diag(1[v] | v # V ), 1[v] # P([v]), v # V. From Proposition 10.1, Remark 10.2,
and the fact that any matrix algebra containing 1I (thus M (D; I)) is closed
under matrix inversion, it follows that this representation is equivalent to
the relation
Ay=++z (11.2)
for some A # M1(D; I ) and some + # L. In turn, (11.2) is equivalent to the
following block-recursive normal linear system with block-recursive regres-
sion subspaces:
y[v]+A[vo y Ovo =+[v]+z[v] , v # V, (11.3)
for some A[vo # M([v]_Ovo ), v # V, and some (+[v] | v # V ) # L. The
recursive nature of this system is determined by the acyclic property of D
through the definition of y Ovo and through the D-subspace restriction on
(+[v] | v # V ) # L. Thus, the normal linear ADG model NI_N(L, D) is
equivalent to a block-recursive linear system (and conversely).
Recursive linear systems have appeared frequently in the statistics
literature, for example Wermuth (1980), Kiiveri et al. (1984), Wermuth
(1992), Andersson and Perlman (1993, Remark 3.5), Cox and Wermuth
(1996), Lauritzen (1996), and even more often in the econometrics
literature, e.g., Goldberger (1964) and Bollen (1989). The normal linear
ADG models comprise the special subclass of recursive linear systems
where the regression structure is so adapted to the covariance structure
that the model can be decomposed into a product of standard MANOVA
models, permitting explicit estimates and tests.
The representation of P(D; I ) in Proposition 11.1 is equivalent to the
representation
P(D; I )&1=[AtA | A # M(D; I ), A nonsingular] (11.5)
of P(D; I )&1. The representation (11.6) of P(D; I ) holds iff D is transitive.
(Also see Remark 2.4 of Andersson and Perlman, 1993.)
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Proposition 11.2.
P(D; I )=[AAt | A # M(D; I ), A nonsingular] (11.6)
if and only if D is transitive.
Proof. If D is transitive, then by Lemma 10.1 (i) O (iii), (11.5) is equivalent
to (11.6). Conversely, if (11.6) holds, then for any nonsingular A # M(D; I ),
AAt # P(D; I ). By (11.5), AtA # P(D; I )&1; hence, A&1(A&1)t # P(D; I ).
Thus, again by (11.6), there exists B # M(D; I ) such that A&1(At)&1=BBt;
hence, AB(AB)t=1I ; i.e., 1 :=AB is an orthogonal matrix. Since
1 # M (D; I )=M(T(D); I ) (Lemma 10.2) and M(T(D); I ) is an algebra of
block-triangular matrices (see Remark 10.3 and apply Remark 2.1 of
Andersson and Perlman, 1993), 1 must be block-diagonal; i.e., u{v O
1[uv]=0 (u, v # V ). Therefore, A&1#B1&1 # M(D; I ); thus, M(D; I ) is
closed under matrix inversion, so D is transitive by Lemma 10.1 (iii) O (i).
12. THE MAXIMAL NORMAL LINEAR ADG MODEL
DETERMINED BY A MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION SUBSPACE
In a specific application with a multivariate observation space M(I_N)
and covariance structure of the form 71N , one might encounter a multi-
variate linear regression subspace LM(I_N) of the form
L=_(Lv | v # V ), (12.1)
where V is an index set determining a partitioning,
I=.4 (Iv | v # V ), Iv {<, (12.2)
and where for each v # V,
Lv is a MANOVA subspace of M(Iv_N). (12.3)
In general, (Lv | v # V ) may be a nonnested family of MANOVA subspaces,
in the sense that (KLv | v # V ) is a family of nonnested subspaces of R
N
recall (6.2). If the covariance matrix 7 is unrestricted, this constitutes
Zellner’s (1982) seemingly unrelated regressions (SUR) model, which does
not admit explicit MLEs unless (KLv | v # V ) is actually nested. We now
show how to determine a parsimonious set of covariance restrictions of
ADG Markov form such that the resulting multivariate normal linear
regression model is a normal linear ADG model, hence admits explicit
MLEs as in Section 7. More precisely, we show how to construct the
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unique maximal ADG D#D(L) such that L is a D-subspace. The resulting
normal linear ADG model NI_N(L, D(L)) is maximal in the sense that if
L is also an E-subspace for another ADG E, then NI_N(L, E) is a sub-
model of NI_N(L, D(L)). Examples of this construction are given in
Section 13.2.
For each v # V, set Kv=KLv (recall (6.2)). Without loss of generality we
may assume that the Kv are distinct6 subspaces of RN. Define D(L) to be
the TADG with vertex set V and transitive binary relation OL defined as
(compare to (iv) above)
\u, v # V, uOL v  Ku /Kv . (12.4)
By (12.1)(12.4), L is a D(L)-subspace of M(I_N). In fact, D(L) is the
maximal ADG with this property:
Proposition 12.1. Let E#(W, S) be another ADG with associated par-
titioning I=* (Iw | w # w) such that L is also an E-subspace of M(I_N).
Then there exists a surjective ADG homomorphism : E  D(L) that
satisfies (9.1); hence NI_N(L, E) is a submodel of NI_N(L, D(L)).
Proof. Define
J :=[JI | J{<, LJ is a MANOVA subspace of M(J_N)].
Clearly Iv # J \v # V. Note that if J # J and J$/J, then J$ # J and
KLJ$=KLJ . Since Kv , v # V, are distinct, each J # J therefore satisfies JIv
for exactly one v # V. Thus the subsets Iv , v # V, are the maximal elements
of J.
Since L is an E-subspace, L[w] is a MANOVA subspace of M([w]_N)
for each w # W (recall our notation [w] :=Iw), hence [w] # J, so [w]Iv
for exactly one v # V. Define the mapping : W  V as follows: (w)=v iff
[w]Iv . Clearly  is surjective and satisfies (9.1) and KL[w]=K(w) , w # W.
Furthermore, if wOE w$ then KL[w] KL[w$] since L is an E-subspace (recall
Remark 6.2(iii)"), hence K(w) K(w$) . It follows from (12.4) that
(w)PL (w$), hence  is an ADG homomorphism. The final assertion
follows from Proposition 3.1.
Remark 12.1. If (Kv | v # V ) is a nested family of subspaces, i.e., totally
ordered under inclusion, then the maximal ADG D(L) constructed accord-
ing to (12.4) is a complete graphevery pair of its nodes is linked by an
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6 If, instead, Ku=Kv for some u{v, simply replace u and v by a single new element called
u _ v and redefine V accordingly; then define Iu _ v :=Iu _ Iv and Lu _ v :=Lu_Lv M(Iu _ v_N),
again a MANOVA subspace. Then Ku _ v=Ku=Kv .
edge. Thus, under the resulting normal model NI_N(L, D(L)), 7 is
unrestricted, i.e., P(D(L); I )=P(I ). On the other hand, if no pairwise
inclusions hold in the family (Kv | v # V ), then D(L) has no edges, so 7 has
a block-diagonal form and the normal random variates x[v] , v # V, are
mutually independent under the model NI_N(L, D(L)).
Remark 12.2. In Andersson and Perlman (1994, Section 6) it was
shown how to construct K(L), the minimal ring of subsets of I such that
L is a K(L)-subspace of M(I_N). The resulting normal LCI model
NI_N(L, K(L)) was shown there to be maximal in the sense that if L is
also an M-subspace for a ring M of subsets of I, then NI_N(L, M) is a
submodel of NI_N(L, K(L)). By the 11 correspondence between LCI
models and TADG models established by Andersson et al. (1997,
Theorem 4.1); this result also follows from the stronger result in Proposition
12.1in fact, K(L)=K(D(L)) and NI_N(L, K(L))=NI_N(L, D(L)).
We now generalize this construction of the maximal ADG D(L) as
follows. Suppose that we have not one but two multivariate linear regres-
sion subspaces L, MM(I_N) of the form given by (12.1)(12.3),
L=_(Lv | v # V )
M=_(Mw | w # W ),
where V, W are index sets that determine two partitionings
I=.4 (Iv | v # V )=.4 (Iw | w # W ), Iv , Iw {<,
and where (Lv | v # V ), (Mw | w # W ) are two families of possibly nonnested
MANOVA subspaces with
Lv M(Iv_N)
Mw M(Iw_N).
Suppose that we wish to determine a parsimonious set of covariance restric-
tions of ADG Markov form such that both resulting multivariate normal
linear regression models are normal linear ADG models. That is, we wish to
construct the maximal ADG D#D(L, M) such that both L and M are
D-subspaces. The resulting normal linear ADG models NI_N(L, D(L, M))
and NI_N(M, D(L, M)) are simultaneously maximal in the sense that
if L and M are also E-subspaces for another ADG E, then NI_N(L, E)
and NI_N(M, E) must be submodels of NI_N(L, D(L, M)) and NI_N
(M, D(L, M)), respectively.
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This situation typically occurs when M/L and we wish to test ! # M vs.
! # L as in Section 9. However, the following construction of D(L, M) does
not require that M/L.
The ADG D(L, M) is defined to have vertex set
V(L, M) :=[(v, w) # V_W | Iv & Iw {<], (12.5)
with the associated partitioning of the index set I given by
I=.4 (I(v, w) | (v, w) # V(L, M)), (12.6)
where, for (v, w) # V(L, M),
I(v, w) :=Iv & Iw=: [v, w]{<.
Then
L=_(L[v, w] | (v, w) # V(L, M)),
(12.7)
M=_(M[v, w] | (v, w) # V(L, M)),
and for each (v, w) # V(L, M), L[v, w] and M[v, w] are MANOVA subspaces
of M([v, w]_N) such that
KL[v, w]=KLv (12.8)
KM[v, w]=KMw .
As before, we may assume that (KLv | v # V ) and (KMw | w # W ) are families
of distinct subspaces of RN, so that ((KLv , KMw) | (v, w) # V(L, M)) is a
family of distinct pairs of subspaces of RN, i.e.,
(v, w){(v$, w$) O KLv {KLv$ or KMw {KMw$ (or both). (12.9)
Now define D(L, M) to be the TADG with vertex set V(L, M) and
transitive binary relation OL, M defined as
\(v, w), (v$, w$) # V(L, M),
(12.10)
(v, w)OL, M (v$, w$)  (KLv , KMw)/(KLv$ , KMw$),
where (KLv , KMw)/(KLv$ , KMw$) is defined to mean that KLv KLv$ and
KMw KMw$ with at least one proper inclusion. It follows from (12.6)(12.8)
and (12.10) that both L and M are D(L, M)-subspaces of M(I_N). We
now show that D(L, M) is the unique maximal ADG with this property.
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Proposition 12.2. Let E#(U, S) be another ADG, with associated parti-
tioning I=* (Iu | u # U) such that L and M are also E-subspaces of M(I_N).
Then there exists a surjective ADG homomorphism : E  D(L, M) such that
I(v, w)=.4 (Iu | u # U, (u)=(v, w)), v # V; (12.11)
hence, NI_N(L, E) is a submodel of NI_N(L, D(L)).
Proof. Define
J :=[JI | J{<, LJ and MJ are MANOVA subspaces of M(J_N)].
Clearly I(v, w) # J \(v, w) # V(L, M). Note that if J # J and J$/J, then
J$ # J and KLJ $=KLJ , KMJ $=KMJ . By (12.9), each J # J therefore satisfies
JI(v, w) for exactly one (v, w) # V(L, M). Thus the subsets I(v, w) , (v, w) #
V(L, M), are the maximal elements of J.
Since L and M are E-subspaces, L[u] and M[u] are MANOVA sub-
spaces of M([u]_N) for each u # U ([u] :=Iu). Therefore, [u] # J and
[u]I(v, w) for exactly one (v, w)#(v(u), w(u)) # V(L, M), so we may
define : U  V(L, M) by (u)=(v(u), w(u)). Then  is surjective and
satisfies (12.11) and, for w # W,
KL[u]=KLv(u) (12.12)
KM[u]=KMw(u) .
Furthermore, if uOE u$ then
KL[u] KL[u$] (12.13)
KM[u] KM[u$] ,
since L and M are E-subspaces (recall Remark 6.2(iii)"), so (u)PL, M (u$)
by (12.10) and (12.12). Thus  is an ADG homomorphism. The final asser-
tion again follows from Proposition 3.1.
This construction of D(L, M) can be extended in an obvious way to the
case of three or more regression subspaces of the form given by
(12.1)(12.3).
Remark 12.3. For a fixed ADG D, Definition 6.2, Remark 6.2, and
Proposition 10.1 provide several characterizations of the set of all D-sub-
spaces. Two ADGs, D, D$, with the same vertex set V are called Markov
equivalent if they determine the same Markov model, i.e., if P(D; X)=
P(D$; X) for all X. A discussion of Markov equivalence of ADGs, including
the necessary and sufficient graphical condition for Markov equivalence,
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can be found in Andersson et al. (1997b). If D and D$ are Markov equiv-
alent, but not identical, the set of all D-subspaces will not be identical to
the set of all D$-subspaces. For example, using notation similar to that of
Example 4 in Section 13, D :=1  2 and D$ :=1  2 both determine the
same (vacuous) Markov condition, but L#L[1]_L[2] is a D-subspace
(resp., D$-subspace) iff the associated subspaces K1 , K2 RN satisfy
K1 K2 (resp., K1 $K2). Similarly, D :=1  2  3 and D$ :=1  2  3
both determine the same (nontrivial) Markov condition 1 { 3 | 2, but L#
L[1] _L[2] _L[3] is a D-subspace (resp., D$-subspace) iff the associated
subspaces K1 , K2 , K3 RN satisfy K1 K2 K3 (resp, K1 $K2 $K3).
Let [D] denote the Markov-equivalence class of ADGs that contains D.
Note that if D$ # [D] then NI (D)=NI (D$), hence we denote this normal
covariance model by NI ([D]). We say that L is a [D]-subspace if L is a
D$-subspace for some D$ # [D]; in this case NI_N(L, D$) is a normal linear
ADG model with the same covariance structure as NI ([D]). It is therefore
of statistical interest to characterize the set of all [D]-subspaces. A charac-
terization that depends on the essential graph D* associated with [D]
(cf. Andersson et al., 1997b) will be presented in a subsequent paper.
13. EXAMPLES
In Section 13.1, nine examples of normal linear ADG models NI_N(L, D),
as defined and developed in Sections 4, 6, and 7, are presented. In each
example the index sets I and N are [1, 2, 3, 4] and [1, ..., n] (n4),
respectively, so that the model consists of n independent 4-variate normal
observations x1 , ..., xn , each with the same unknown covariance matrix
7 # P(D; I ); as before, set
y :=(x1 , ..., xn) # M(I_N)
and ! :=E( y). For each model NI_N(L, D), we specify the ADG
D#(V, R), the associated partitioning I=* (Iv | v # V ), and the Markov
conditions they determine; the D-linear regression subspace LM(I_N),
its representation L=_(L[v] | v # V ) as a product of MANOVA sub-
spaces, the linear subspace Kv RN associated with each L[v] (cf. (6.2)),
and pv #dim(Kv); the D-parameters ? D(!, 7)#((+v , ;v , 4v) | v # V ) and
the necessary and sufficient condition (7.2) for the a.e. existence of the
MLE (! , 7 ) under the model. In Examples 49 we also apply the algebraic
characterization in Proposition 10.1 to verify that L is a D-subspace.
In Section 13.2, we illustrate the construction (12.4) of the maximal
ADG D(L) determined by a linear subspace LM(I_N) given by
(12.1)(12.3).
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In Section 13.3, nested pairs of the models in Examples 29 are selected
to illustrate the general testing problem (9.2) for normal linear ADG
models in Section 9. In Example 10 we show that in a 4-variate two-way
MANOVA model with no interactions, under a suitable ADG Markov
assumption it is possible simultaneously to test the hypotheses of no row
effects for one variable, no column effects for a second, and no row or
column effects for a third.
13.1. Normal Linear ADG Models
In Examples 19, the D-subspace L is taken to be of the form
L#L(B) :=[BZ | B # B] (13.1)
(compare to (6.4)), where
B#\
b11
b21
b31
b41
b12
b22
b32
b42
b13
b23
b33
b43
b14
b24
b34
b44+ # M(I_T )
is a matrix of unknown regression coefficients (T :=[1, 2, 3, 4]),
Z#\
z11
z21
z31
z41
z12
z22
z32
z42
...
...
...
...
z1n
z2n
z3n
z4n+#\
z1
z2
z3
z4+ # M(T_N)
is a known design matrix of full rank 4, and B is a linear subspace of
M(I_T ) that determines L.
Example 1. Let D#(V, R) be the trivial ADG with only one node, i.e.,
V :=[v1234], and R=<. For convenience we abbreviate v1234 by 1234.
Then I is partitioned trivially as
I=I1234 #[1234] :=[1, 2, 3, 4] (13.2)
and the Markov condition is vacuous, so P(D; I )=P(I ), i.e., 7 is un-
restricted. Set B=M(I_T ) in (13.1), i.e., B is unrestricted, so that
L=RIK, (13.3)
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where
K=row(Z)#span(z1 , z2 , z3 , z4). (13.4)
Then L[1234]=L, a MANOVA subspace, and the corresponding subspace
K1234=K. Thus, trivially, L is a D-subspace by Definition 6.2 and
NI_N(L, D) is a normal linear ADG model, namely the MANOVA model
NI_N(L). Since O1234o =<, for (!, 7) # L_P(I ) the D-parameters
? (!, 7) are
+1234=!, ;1234=0, 41234=7. (13.5)
Since p1234 :=tr(P1234)=4 and | P1234p |=4, condition (7.2) for the
existence of the MLEs ! , 7 is n8.
Example 2. Here we consider the same model NI_N(L, D) as in Exam-
ple 1 but with a different (finer) parameterization. Let V :=[v1 , v23 , v4]#
[1, 23, 4] and let D be the following ADG:
4
1 www 23
Partition I as
I=I1 _* I23 _* I4 #[1] _* [23] _* [4] :=[1] _* [2, 3] _* [4]. (13.6)
Again the Markov condition is vacuous, so P(D; I )=P(I ). Take B, L, K as
in Example 1, but represent L equivalently as
L=L[1]_L[23] _L[4] , (13.7)
where
L[1]=R[1] K1
L[23]=R[23]K23 (13.8)
L[4]=R[4] K4
with
K1=K23=K4=K#span(z1 , z2 , z3 , z4). (13.9)
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That L is a D-subspace is immediate from Definition 6.2 and Remark 6.2
(iii)". Since O1o =<, O23o =[1], and O4o =[1, 2, 3], for (!, 7) #
L_P(I ) the D-parameters ? (!, 7)
+1=![1] ;1=0 41=7[1]
+23=![2, 3]&7[2, 3][1] 7&1[1]![1] ;23=7[2, 3][1] 7
&1
[1] 423=7[2, 3] v[1]
+4=![4]&7[4][1, 2, 3] 7&1[1, 2, 3] ![1, 2, 3] ;4=7[4][1, 2, 3] 7
&1
[1, 2, 3] 44=7[4] v[1, 2, 3] .
(13.10)
Since p1= p23= p4=4 and | P1p |=1, | P23p |=2, | P4p |=4, condi-
tion (7.2) again becomes n8.
The MANOVA model in Examples 1 and 2 properly contains each of
the normal linear ADG models in Examples 39.
Example 3. Let the ADG D and the associated partitioning of I be as
in Example 2, so again P(D; I )=P(I ). Now define
B=[B | b12=b13=b14=b24=b34=0],
so that B is the set of all B # M(I_T ) of the form
B#\
b11
b21
b31
b41
0
b22
b32
b42
0
b23
b33
b43
0
0
0
b44+ .
Again L is given by (13.7) and (13.8), where now
K1=span(z1)
K23=span(z1 , z2 , z3) (13.11)
K4=span(z1 , z2 , z3 , z4).
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Then
K1 /K23 /K4 , (13.12)
so it follows from Definition 6.2 and Remark 6.2 (iii)" that L is a
D-subspace. (Conversely, were K1 3 K23 or K23 3 K4 , L would not be a
D-subspace, since (iii)" would be violated.) Because D is the same as in
Example 2 for (!, 7) # L_P(I ), the D-parameters ? (!, 7) remain the same
as in (13.10) (although the ranges L[1] and L[23] of +1 and +23 are dif-
ferent). Since p1=1, p23=3, p4=4, and again, | P1p |=1, | P23p |=2,
| P4p |=4, condition (7.2) remains n8.
In Examples 49 we take V :=[v1 , v2 , v3 , v4]#[1, 2, 3, 4] and partition
I simply as
I=I1 _* I2 _* I3 _* I4 #[1] _* [2] _* [3] _* [4] :=[1] _* [2] _* [3] _* [4].
(13.13)
Example 4. Let D be the following ADG:
1 ww 3 ww 2
4
From Definition 4.2, the Markov conditions determined by D and the
above partitioning of I are 1 { 2 and 4 { 1 | 2, 3, which determine P(D; I )
according to Definition 4.2. Define
B=[B | b12=b13=b14=b21=b23=b24=b34=0],
so that B is the set of all B # M(I_T ) of the form
B=\
b11
0
b31
b41
0
b22
b32
b42
0
0
b33
b43
0
0
0
b44+ .
Now
L=L[1]_L[2] _L[3] _L[4] , (13.14)
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where
L[i]=R[i] Ki , i=1, 2, 3, 4, (13.15)
with
K1=span(z1)
K2=span(z2)
(13.16)
K3=span(z1 , z2 , z3)
K4=span(z1 , z2 , z3 , z4).
Then
K1 /K3 /K4
(13.17)
K2 /K3 /K4 ,
so it follows from Definition 6.2 and Remark 6.2 (iii)" that L is a D-sub-
space. Since O1o = O2o =<, O3o =[1, 2], and O4o =[2, 3],
for (!, 7) # L_P(D; I ) the D-parameters ? (!, 7) are
+1=![1] ;1=0 41=7[1]
+2=![2] ;2=0 42=7[2]
+3=![3]&7[3][1, 2] 7&1[1, 2] ![1, 2] ;3=7[3][1, 2] 7
&1
[1, 2] 43=7[3] v[1, 2]
+4=![4]&7[4][2, 3] 7&1[2, 3] ![2, 3] ;4=7[4][2, 3] 7
&1
[2, 3] 44=7[4] v[2, 3] .
(13.18)
Since p1= p2=1, p3=3, p4=4, and | P1p |=| P2p |=1, | P3p |=
| P4p |=3, condition (7.2) becomes n7.
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To illustrate the use of Proposition 10.1 to verify that L is a D-subspace,
first note that the linear class M(D; I ) defined in (10.1) here consists of all
A # M(I ) of the form
A=\
a11
0
a31
0
0
a22
a32
a42
0
0
a33
a43
0
0
0
a44+ .
Then M(D; I ) BB, so M(D; I ) LL (recall (13.1)), hence L is a D-sub-
space by (10.4).
Example 5. Let D be the following ADG:
1 ww 3 ww 2
4
The Markov conditions determined by D are 1 { 2 and 4 { 1, 2 | 3. Define
B and L as in Example 4, so that L[i] , Ki , and pi , i=1, 2, 3, 4, remain the
same as in that example. By (13.17), it follows from Definition 6.2 and
Remark 6.2 (iii)" that L is a D-subspace. Again O1o = O2o =< and
O3o =[1, 2] but now O4o =[3], so the D-parameters ((+i , ; i , 4i) |
i=1, 2, 3) remain the same as in Example 2 but now
+4=![4]&7[4][3] 7&1[3] ![3] , ;4=7[4][3] 7
&1
[3] , 44=7[4] v[3] .
(13.19)
Also | P1p |=| P2p |=1 and | P3p |=3, while now | P4p |=2, so
condition (7.2) changes to n6.
The transitive closures T(D) are identical for the ADGs D in Examples 4
and 5; i.e., in both examples T(D) is the TADG
1 ww 3 ww 2
(13.20)
4
It follows that the families of D-subspaces coincide in Examples 4 and 5.
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Example 6. Let D be the following ADG:
1 ww 4
2 ww 3
The Markov conditions determined by D are 3 { 1 | 2 and 4 { 2 | 1, 3.
Define
B=[B | b11=b12=b13=b14 , b22=b23=b24 , b33=b34],
so that B is the set of all B # M(I_T ) of the form
B#\
a1
b1
c1
d1
a1
b2
c2
d2
a1
b2
c3
d3
a1
b2
c3
d4+ .
Then L is given by (13.14) and (13.15) where now
K1=span(z1+z2+z3+z4)
K2=span(z1 , z2+z3+z4)
(13.21)
K3=span(z1 , z2 , z3+z4)
K4=span(z1 , z2 , z3 , z4).
Since
K1 /K2 /K3 /K4 , (13.22)
it follows from Definition 6.2 and Remark 6.2 (iii)" that L is a D-subspace.
Since O1o =<, O2o =[1], O3o =[2], and O4o =[1, 3] for
(!, 7) # L_P(D; I ), the D-parameters ? (!, 7) are
+1=![1] ;1=0 41=7[1]
+2=![2]&7[2][1] 7&1[1] ![1] ;2=7[2][1] 7
&1
[1] 42=7[2] v[1]
+3=![3]&7[3][2] 7&1[2] ![2] ;3=7[3][2] 7
&1
[2] 43=7[3] v[2]
+4=![4]&7[4][1, 3] 7&1[1, 3] ![1, 3] ;4=7[4][1, 3] 7
&1
[1, 3] 44=7[4] v[1, 3] .
(13.23)
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Since pi=i, i=1, 2, 3, 4, and | P1p |=1, | P2p |=| P3p |=2,
| P4p |=3, (7.2) becomes n7.
Here the linear class M(D; I ) in (10.1) consists of all A # M(I ) of the
form
A=\
a11
a21
0
a41
0
a22
a32
0
0
0
a33
a43
0
0
0
a44+ .
Then M(D; I ) BB, so M(D; I ) LL (recall (13.1)); hence L is a D-sub-
space by Proposition 10.1.
Example 7. Let D be the following ADG:
1 4
2 ww 3
The Markov conditions determined by D are 3 { 1 | 2 and 4 { 1, 2 | 3. Let
B, L, and L[i] , K[i] , i=1, 2, 3, 4, be the same as in Example 6, so again
L is a D-subspace. Since O1o =<, O2o =[1], O3o =[2], but now
O4o =[3], the D-parameters ((+i , ;i , 4i) | i=1, 2, 3) remain the same as
in Example 6, but now
+4=![4]&7[4][3] 7&1[3] ![3] , ;4=7[4][3] 7
&1
[3] , 44=7[4] v[3] .
(13.24)
Since pi=i, i=1, 2, 3, 4, and | P1p |=1, | P2p |=| P3p |=| P4p |=2,
(7.2) becomes n6.
The transitive closures T(D) are identical for the ADGs D in Examples 6
and 7; i.e., T(D) is the TADG
1 ww 4
(13.25)
2 ww3
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in both examples. Therefore, the families of D-subspaces coincide in
Examples 6 and 7.
Example 8. Let D be the following ADG:
1 ww 3
2 ww 4
The Markov conditions determined by D are 2 { 3 | 1 and 4 { 1 | 2, 3.
Define
B=[B | b11=b12=b13=b14 , b21=b22 , b23=b24 , b31=b33 , b32=b34],
so that B is the set of all B # M(I_T ) of the form
B#\
a1
b1
c1
d1
a1
b1
c2
d2
a1
b2
c1
d3
a1
b2
c2
d4+ .
Then L can be expressed by (13.14) and (13.15), where now
K1=span(z1+z2+z3+z4)
K2=span(z1+z2 , z3+z4)
(13.26)
K3=span(z1+z3 , z2+z4)
K4=span(z1 , z2 , z3 , z4).
Since
K1 /K2 /K4
(13.27)
K1 /K3 /K4 ,
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it follows from Definition 6.2 and Remark 6.2 (iii)" that L is a D-subspace.
Again O1o =<, O2o =[1], but now O3o =[1], O4o =[2, 3];
the D-parameters ((+i , ;i , 4i) | i=1, 2) remain the same as in Examples 6
and 7, but now
+3=![3]&7[3][1] 7&1[1] ![1] ;3=7[3][1] 7
&1
[1] 43=7[3] v[1]
+4=![4]&7[4][2, 3] 7&1[2, 3] ![2, 3] ;4=7[4][2, 3] 7
&1
[2, 3] 44=7[4] v[2, 3] .
(13.28)
Since p1=1, p2= p3=2, p4=4, and | P1p |=1, | P2p |=| P3p |=2,
| P4p |=3, (7.2) is n7.
In this example, the linear class M(D; I ) in (10.1) consists of all A # M(I )
of the form
A=\
a11
a21
a31
0
0
a22
0
a42
0
0
a33
a43
0
0
0
a44+ .
Here again M(D; I ) BB, so M(D; I ) LL by (13.1) and Proposi-
tion 10.1 implies that L is a D-subspace.
Example 9. Let D be the following ADG:
1 ww 3
2 4
The Markov conditions determined by D are 2 { 3, 4 | 1 and 4 { 1, 2 | 3.
Define
B=[B | b11=b12=b13=b14 , b21=b22 , b23=b24 ,
b31=b33 , b32=b34 , b41=b43],
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so that B is the set of all B # M(I_T ) of the form
B#\
a1
b1
c1
d1
a1
b1
c2
d2
a1
b2
c1
d1
a1
b2
c2
d3+ .
Again, L is given by (13.14) and (13.15), where now
K1=span(z1+z2+z3+z4)
K2=span(z1+z2 , z3+z4)
(13.29)
K3=span(z1+z3 , z2+z4)
K4=span(z1+z3 , z2 , z4).
Because
K1 /K2
(13.30)
K1 /K3 /K4 ,
it follows from Definition 6.2 and Remark 6.2 (iii)" that L is a D-sub-
space. Since O1o =<, O2o =[1], O3o =[1], but O4o =[3],
the D-parameters ((+i , ;i , 4i) | i=1, 2, 3) remain the same as in Example 8,
but here
+4=![4]&7[4][3] 7&1[3] ![3] , ;4=7[4][3] 7
&1
[3] , 44=7[4] v[3] .
(13.31)
Since p1=1, p2= p3=2, p4=3, and | P1p |=1, | P2p |=| P3p |=
| P4p |=2, (7.2) is n5.
In this example, the linear class M(D; I ) in (10.1) consists of all A # M(I )
of the form
A=\
a11
a21
a31
0
0
a22
0
0
0
0
a33
a43
0
0
0
a44+ .
Again M(D; I ) BB so M(D; I ) LL; hence, L is a D-subspace by
Proposition 10.1.
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13.2. Construction of the Maximal ADG Model D(L)
In order to illustrate the construction of the maximal ADG D(L)
associated with a given regression subspace LM(I_N), first take L to be
the subspace occurring in Examples 4 and 5. There we saw that L can be
expressed in the form given by (13.14)(13.16). By (12.4) and (13.17), D(L)
is the TADG in (13.20) with associated Markov condition 1 { 2, which is
less restrictive than the Markov conditions determined by the ADGs D in
Examples 4 and 5. Thus the normal linear ADG model NI_N(L, D(L)) is
less restrictive than the models NI_N(L, D) in these two examples, as
guaranteed by Proposition 12.1.
Next take L to be the subspace occurring in Examples 6 and 7, so that
L is given by (13.14), (13.15), and (13.21). By (12.4) and (13.22), D(L) is
the TADG in (13.25), a complete graph with vacuous Markov condition
recall Remark 12.1. Again, the normal linear ADG model NI_N(L, D(L))
is less restrictive than the models NI_N(L, D) in Examples 6 and 7, as
implied by Proposition 12.1.
Now take L be the subspace occurring in Example 8, so that now L is
given by (13.14), (13.15), and (13.26). By (12.4) and (13.27), D(L) is the
TADG
1 ww 3
(13.32)
2 ww 4
with Markov condition 2 { 3 | 1, again less restrictive than the Markov
condition determined by the ADG D in Example 8.
Last, let L be the subspace occurring in Example 9, so that L is given by
(13.14), (13.15), and (13.29). Then by (12.4) and (13.30), D(L) is the
TADG
1 ww 3
(13.33)
2 4
with Markov conditions 2 { 3, 4 | 1 and 4 { 2 | 1, 3, again less restrictive
than the Markov conditions determined by the ADG D in Example 9.
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13.3. Testing Normal Linear ADG Models
We now exhibit nested pairs of the models in Examples 19 in order to
illustrate the submodel relation in the general testing problem (9.2). Denote
the ADG D#(V, R) and the D-subspace L occurring in Example i,
i=1, ..., 9, by Di #(Vi , Ri) and Li , respectively, and let Ni denote the nor-
mal linear ADG model NI_N(Li , D i). We shall verify the following rela-
tions among these models:
N5 /N4 /N3 /N2=N1
N7 /N6 /N2 (13.34)
N9 /N8 /N2 .
From their definitions,
L5=L4 /L3 /L2=L1
L7=L6 /L2
L9 /L8 /L2 .
Since D3=D2 , we have N3 /N2 . To show that N(Di)/N(D j) and there-
fore that Ni /Nj in the remaining cases in (13.34), we must exhibit a
proper surjective ADG homomorphism #ij : D i  D j that satisfies (9.1)
with W=Vi , V=Vj .
For (i, j)=(2, 1) we have V2=[1, 23, 4] and V1=[1234]; thus we may
define (1)=(23)=(4) :=1234. Trivially, : D2  D1 is a surjective
ADG homomorphism that satisfies (9.1), hence N(D2)N(D1), but  is
not proper and in fact N(D2)=N(D1), so N2=N1 . For (i, j)=(4, 3),
(6, 2), and (8, 2) we have Vi=[1, 2, 3, 4] and Vj=[1, 23, 4]; thus define
(1) :=1, (2)=(3) :=23, (4) :=4. In each of these three cases it is
readily verified that : Di  Dj is a proper surjective ADG homomorphism
satisfying (9.1); hence, N(Di)/N(Dj), so N i /Nj for (i, j)=(4, 3), (6, 2),
(8, 2). For (i, j)=(5, 4), (7, 6), and (9, 8) we have Vi=Vj=[1, 2, 3, 4];
thus define  :=id[1, 2, 3, 4] . Again, in each case : Di  Dj is a proper sur-
jective ADG homomorphism satisfying (9.1); hence, N(Di)/N(Dj), so
Ni /Nj for (i, j)=(5, 4), (7, 6), (9, 8).
For each nested pair Ni /Nj , the LR statistic *ij for testing N i vs Nj is
given by (9.6). As an illustration, for (i, j)=(4, 3) the LR statistic *43 is
given by
*2n43 =
|7 [1] | |7 [2, 3] v[1] | |7 [4] v[1, 2, 3] |
|7 0[1] | |7 0[2] | |7 0[3] v[1, 2] | |7 0[4] v[2, 3] |
.
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Example 10 (Four-variate two-way MANOVA layout with no interac-
tions and ADG Markov structure). As in Example 4, let I=[1, 2, 3, 4]
and now let N :=R_C (#rows_columns), n=|R| |C|, so that we observe
y#(xirc | i # I, r # R, c # C) # RI_R_C#\
x(1)
x(2)
x (3)
x(4)+
where x(i) :=(xirc | r # R, c # C) # RR_C. Assume that E( y) has the usual
additive form given by
E(xirc)=:ir+;ic , i # I, r # R, c # C, (13.35)
where :ir , ;ic # R. Equivalently, E( y) # L, where
L :=RIK/M(I_R_C)
is the MANOVA subspace with
K :=[(:r+;c | r # R, c # C) | (:r | r # R) # RR, (;c | c # C) # RC]/RR_C.
As in Example 1, let D be the trivial ADG with V=[1234] and associated
trivial partitioning I1234 #[1234] :=[1, 2, 3, 4], so that L is a D-subspace
and NI_R_C(L, D) is a normal linear ADG model, in fact, a normal
MANOVA model with unrestricted covariance structure. Since pL=|R|+
|C|&1 and | P1234p |=4, condition (7.2) for the a.e. existence of the
MLE is |R| |C||R|+|C|+3.
Suppose that we wish simultaneously to test the hypotheses that x(1) has
no row or column effects, x(2) has no column effects, and x(3) has no row
effects, i.e.,
E(x1rc)=#, E(x2rc)=:r , E(x3rc)=;c ,
(13.36)
E(x4rc)=:$r+;$c , r # R, c # C,
where #, :r , ;c , :$r , ;$c # R. This combined hypothesis can be expressed
equivalently as E( y) # M, where
M :=M[1]_M[2] _M[3] _M[4] /M(I_R_C)
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with M[i]=R[i] K i , i=1, 2, 3, 4, and where the subspaces K i /RR_C
are given by
K1 :=[(# | r # R, c # C) | # # R],
K2 :=[(:r | r # R, c # C) | (:r | r # R) # RR],
K3 :=[(;c | r # R, c # C) | (;c | c # C) # RC],
and K4 :=K. Since M is not a D-subspace, we cannot test HM, D vs HL, D
(recall (9.5) in Remark 9.1) by exact classical methods.
Instead, consider E :=D(M), the maximal ADG E such that M is an
E-subspace of M(I_R_C), with the associated partitioning of I as in
Example 4. Since K1 /K2 /K4 and K1 /K3 /K4 , E#D(M) is the TADG
in (13.32) with Markov condition 2 { 3 | 1. Then : E  D given by
(i) :=1234, i=1, 2, 3, 4, is a proper surjective ADG homomorphism
satisfying (9.1), so we can test exactly either HM, E vs HL, D or HM, E vs
HL, E (recall (9.3) and (9.4)). Let pi=dim(K i), i=1, 2, 3, 4. Since p1=1,
p2= |R|&1, p3=|C|&1, p4=|R|+|C|&1 and for E, | P1p |=1,
| P2p |=| P3p |=2, | P4p |=4, the condition in Proposition 9.1 for
a.e. existence of the LR statistic for testing HM, E vs HL, E is also |R| |C|
|R|+|C|+3, the same as for testing HM, E vs HL, D . Thus, when this condi-
tion holds, by imposing the parsimonious constraint 2 { 3 | 1 on the
covariance structure we can test (13.35) vs (13.36) by exact classical
methods.
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